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•Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Week

Panel discusses services available to rape victims
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
The Unis et sity ot Maine•,role
in helping s ictims of rape and sexitai assault was the topic of a panel
discussion Monday
The panel. titled "The University of Maine responding to rape,"
is pail of Rope and Sexual 4-:cati1t
Awareness Week.
S x members of the university
community spoke to an audience
ot approximately 20 people about
the various university cervices
available to rape and sexual assault victims
A common theme discussed bs
the panelists was the need to help
victims deal with the assault and
move on
"What we often find is that
women come into the(counseling
center for assistance for issues other than sexual assault- -fighting.
loss ofsleep,having problems con centrating. or worries about possi.
Me pregnancy." Sandy Sam+. a
counselor at the Counseling Center, said.
"During the course of explora-

lion, we find the sexual assault at
the mot,- she said.
The Counseling Center's rote,
Sam+ said, is to help a victim deal
with the experience and with the
associated impacts
-We want to move from a feeling of victim to one of a survivor."
Sam+ said
Physical. mental.and emotional needs are provided (ow at the
Student and Prevention Servioes
Centel the t'ounseling Centel and
.
other place,
Bonr .c Jackson. a nurse practitioner at the Services Center, said
they try do deal with the physical
aspects of the assault, and to direct
women to appropriate sets ices.
Victims are directed to the
ernergenc centers at either ESst ern Maine Medical Center or St
Joseph Hospital in Bangs. to oh
tam es idence needed for pmsecution when they enter t'utler. Jackson said
Pregnancy tests. phssical examinations and screening for sex ualls transmitted diseases are provided at Cutler at the victim's discretion

Also Jackson directs 'a omen
to appropnate channels, ith all
sexual assault occurrences reported to Equal Opportunity Director
Sue Estler
-We try to give her a sense of
control over the situation." Jackson said.
Estler said the university has
become a national model in offering services and support regarding
sexual assaults, rarticularls during the past five years
-We try to develop a philosophs to have a webof set's ices available.- Estler said "We are not expecting individuals to know what
the rules are"
Estler's office also cooperates
with the judicial affairs office, the
police, and the district attorney's
office regarding possible actions
"The role of my office is to
explore options." Estler said
uniCriminal prosecution
versitv action can he taken hs the
victim. Deborah Mitchell. a urn
versity police officer assigned to
most rape and sexual assauh cases.
See PANEL on page 15

M Eastman, nursing coordinator,ties a ribbon to commemorate someone she knows to have been raped. This event
was the start of the Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness
Week (Boyd photo)

•Administrative decisions

•Enrollment

Retirement leaves registrar post vacant Student
body down,
incoming up
.ris said
A decision has not yet been
made on whether or not the office
will he tilled The registrar 7e
ports to the 's ice president ot academic affairs Judson Sheridan.
I'Maine's new vice president of
academic affairs, is currently employed la's the University of Missour at Columbia He Is scheduled to begin work at ("Maine on
Nos 1
Under direction of President
utchi ns.on.acting vice -president
of academic affairs a decision
has been held until Shendan's air'al. at which time he w ill review
the post
Presidert
Accord flg
Hutchinson •downsi7ing plan. the
vffice ot the registrar was to he
-nergeci with the admissions ot
creatint an enrollment management office
Intil Sheridan am ves. it's unclear whether or not this change
will take place and how it would
affect the position of the registrar
The registrar is responsible for
John Collins, Jr., recently retired registrar of the Univ -srsity of
polics decision within the office
Maine (Boyd photo.)
of the registrar The office hanCollins retired from the post on dles all student information inBy Bonnie Sirncock
June 30
cluding adtiresses,grades and tranStaff Writer
"I felt it was trine for the um - scripts It also handles special proWhen will the Universits of versits to have a fresh person grams such as the National Stuwith new ideas Quite frankly . 1 dent Exchange. New England
Maine have a new registrar'
After 21 years as the regstrar was reads after 2.1 yeas even Land Gram Program and superat the University 01 Maine. John though it's been a great 23 years." vises Veteran's Affairs work studs

students Currentiv. 17 people are
emplaced hy the office
Diana Estey,the associate registrar, is responsible for the staff,
special protects and connections
between deans /MCI the office's
services She is also helping pick
up the slack left fly the vacant
position
Estes said she may consider
applying for the post ifit is(+pencil
up to a national search She graduated from (Maine and worked
in the College of Arts and Sciences before beginning work with
the registrar's office in 1079
•I m emos ing what I'm doing
right now and I would consider
apply ing :or r. :registrar. the,
Estes said
advertise tor
Collin, is currentls coordinator ot the NSF a part-time position
"The university was good to
allow me to have the NSF coordinator role The idea is with my
tender loving care. I can encourace more participation in the program and make it better known
throughout the community than
it has been in the past.- Collins
said
Collins currert resides in
Bangor with his wife She also
took an earls retirement this summer from her fob at an insurance
agencs and is now a nart-time
employee at UMaine

By Jill Berryman
Staff Writer
Quality over quantity is what
this university is shoo.ing for,
and according to recent projections, that is exactly what it is
&ening
In accordance with 1 riiversky of Maine President Fred
Hutchinson" plan for downsizing the universits, overall enrollment for the 1941 fall semester is down 8 percent with
an estimated 11.100 students in
attendance
"We are beginning to work
toward the goal ofimproved
dent quality as it interfaces with
a smaller student body.- joycr
Henckler, assistant vice president for enrollment manageMeet said.
Atthe 194)1-44 new academie year news conference held
Sept 2, statistics regarding em
roihnent were given Though
oven,' enrollment is down, the
incoming first-year class increased by 15 percent in pornpanson to last year's class.
See ENROLLMENT on
Page 18
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• Italian president defends magistrates
• S. Africa approaching end to minority white rule
Wor

dBriefi • Sheyarclnadze quits during heated argument
•Local control

•Shady deals

Italian magistrates touch sore nerve Hong Kong newspaper sold to Kuok
4

ROME(AP) --- Italian President Oscar Scalfaro angrily defended magistrates
investigating Giulio Andrrotti after the ex-prime minister's U.S. lawyer criticized
the probe.
Washington-based attorney Abraham Sofacr is asking the U.S. Justice Department to
alloss; him to cross-examine 0.4'0 Mafia turncoats in the United States who accuse ,Andreotti
of having ties to the underworld
Solari- also asked the witnesses immunity; he lifted for perjury during testimony
Italian magIstrates are using the testimons as they probe allegations the conservative
former prime minister and senator-for-life was involved in the 1979 murder of an
ins estigative Journalist
In his memorandum to the Justice Department, Sofaer said Italian pmsecutors '*rummage unsuccessfully through ancient and unproven accusations • that are "hosed on
unriddIsle t, mons
What Scalfaro did not name S'ofaer, his commeni followed heavy puniicity of the
Law yei's memorandum in the Italian news media over the weekend.
'No one has the right to make generic and generalized condemnations of the magistrature. with the deaths they had for the defense of the piincipics of the state:' Scalfaro said,
referring to the past assassinations of Italian justice officials
' No one has the right, no one the president said in comments splashed across the front
pages of leading Italian newspapers on Monday
Andrrotti is among hundreds of politicians and businessmen investigated this year
The probes have discredited much of the country's leadership It has shaken a
consers-atordoraed, generally pro-l' S government that blocked the Communists from
power dunng the Cold War
II

HONG KONG (AP) - Rupert Munlochd decision to sell control of Hong
Kong's leading English-languge newspaper to a businessman with ties to Beijing is
raising fears anout the paper's future
The 90-year-old South China Morning Post has hacked British-appointed Gov. Chris
Patten in his efforts to give Hong Kong greifter democracy before Britain hands over the
colony to China in 199/
Under an agreement with Murdoch,Robert Kuok will pay 1.349 million for 14 9percent
of South China Morning Post Moldings) Ltd., publisher of the influential newspaper,
Murdoch's News Corp announced Sunda*.
Kuok would become the biggest single shareholder A statement on Monday by News
Corp and Kuok's Kerry Media said he also would become chairman of the paper,
News Corp said it will retain a IS 1 percent stake,and that the deal requires Hong Kong
Stock Exchange appor
,
-circulation newspaper,one
Financial analysts saw the sale of the pro its e
of Hong Kong's Iwo English dailies, as part of Murdoch's increasing shift into
television.
Among the more politically minded, some concern was voiced that Beijing is seeking
to tame Hang Kong's independent media before it takes over the British colony in 1997.
Kuok, a Malaysian Chinese, is one of 91 people selected by Beijing to advise on Hong
Kong affairs, and reportedly has close links to Chinese leaders He rarely gives interviews,
and has not commented publicly on the deal
Emily Lau, an independent member of Hong Kong's legislature. said the sale appeared
to he an example of a powerful pro-China hesinessman using ho wealth "to(myna, in,

2

progress of democracy"in Hong Kong

•Transfer of power

Parlament addresses
legislation to end white
minority rule

Kohl specks to party
BERLIN , API
In a speech marking the unofficial start of the national election campaign. Chancellor Helmut Kohl on Monday piormsed a crackdown on neo-Nazi,and said Germans would have to work
longer and harder
In October 1994. the ht-year-old Kohl will stake his
&den years in the chanceltor' office against a challenge
from Rudolf Si-harping. the opposition Social 1*mm-rats
45-year -old candidate
Cntic,sas Kohl ha,bungled pans of German unification and Name him for persistent neo-Na?, V1011`114.'e
In a speech to a gathering of his conservative Chnstian
Democrats. Kohl said the neo,Nazis will not be tolerated
''Bonn is new Weimar.' he declared.a reference to the weak
pent-World %Vs I republic taken(WM P's the Nazis in 1933
He emphasined that the neo-Nazis are a small minority,
hut that thes had hurt German.'s image abroad

4
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CAPE TOWN,South Africa AP') — A special
session of Parliament began considering legislation
Monday to end white rule and black leader Nelson
Mandela promised to endorse lifting sanctions once the
law, are passed
The I I -day cession is expended Sc, pass hills giving blacks
a role in running the country for the first tune in South African
history A vote on the key measure is expected next week,
,kripmval appearscertain hecare President F W de Klerk's
governing National Party controls the all-white Parliament
Legislators face bitier opposition from white conservatives
who have the:awned civil war if the hills passed Monday 's
opening session and debate on other matters went smooth!)
Mandela said his African National Congress would call
for lifting all remaining international sanctions once Portia
rnent approves the co-anon of a transitional council
"ks soon as that hill has been passed by Parliament. we
will take that step:. Mandela. the ANC president, told a
rally ()inside Cape Town
Sweden lifted a ban on trade with South Africa on
Mronday. but kept a ban on investment The llnited Nation,
and the Commonwealth are among those expected to end
sanction, v her. the ANC g, ,r,
•Resignation

•German campaigning

•Column

Sheyaednadze quits
e

TBILISI.Georgia AP)— Eduard Shey;ardnadee
declared Toesdas that he was quitting
Georgia's
leader during a heated debate over imposition of
emergencs rule in the troubled Caucasus nation
Shecardnadze's office could not immediately confirm
whether the former Soviet foreign minisier aCi1/1111‘ was
a,he has threatened ii do several times before
resigning
or cimpls playing hard-hall politics with the lawmakers
There is a,no formai announcement of his resignation. it
said
She% ardriadze, who returned Si' lead his native Georgia
after the failed 1991 Soviet coup, erupted in anger at
legislator,who questioned his decision to impose a stale of
emergency to crack down on political opponents
''In these conditions, I don't see any sense in remaining
as head of state and I an, resigning.' he said. thee immediately walked out cit the chamber
Lawmakersseemed surprised arid uncertain about wheth ;
er Shevardnader actualh, had quit
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•Death threats

Haiti state television still
under police control
a

PORT-At'-PRINCE. Haiti(API - Death threan
Igp postponed the new democratic government's attempt
to overhaul state television in Haiti. its latest setback
Anonymous telephone callers warned that new journalists. hired in ends police -directed pmpaganda effort, wntikl
he killed if they went to work on Mondas as scheduled,
newsroom director Carol hansiss said
The delay was a wary frir capital Police ("Iiief loser*
Franems. who has cnntrolled state media since he and anT
Whim toppled elected President kean-Bertrand Aristide in 1991
Aristide,scheduled to return Oct V,on Monday single*
nut
atht direct, I ,(106,... police and hundred nthadenvy planxiothes police auxiliaries, for tieing held
campaigh of terror
Anstalt supporters and human rights pram,Name From
cols' men for Sanirday 's aVaINA natKm"of an i.n.oxie supporter daring a Reiman Catholic Mass and caber deadt. attacks-
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•Column

•Bad apples

Sex Matters
By Dr Sandra L
Caron
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In honor of RAPE
.4 W4 RENESS WEEK,
I'd like to .focus this
week's column on rape
The college years are
a time of new beginnings •- a time of
change and discovery. Many students decide the course of their lives here, and
become adults. Unfortunately, one realty
many face is crime and physical violence
Women are especially at risk. In fact, the
college years ire the greatest period of rick
for rape. A number of studies have foi.old
that I in 4 college women have been
sexual!, assaulted Rape is an invisible
:rime on campus. Often, the crime goes
unreported Many experts believe the incidence of rape is at crisis level on campuses
across the country
Often the worst problem is inside ourselves -- our attitudes and mistaken beliefs.
For instance. many think the typical rapist is
a stranger who leaps out from behind a bush
at night In fact, studies have revealed that
he is more likely tube an acquaintata.t ou
may have met in class, at a parts. or out on
your first dale ... 4 out d S rapes involve
people who know each other
Just imagine for a moment that the, fol

Be

loss mg news, report appeared in our local
newspaper "Orono police report that a
is', man was raped last night at a parts on
Main St. - What questions or thoughts immediately come to mind? Unfortunately.
for many people, questions are likely to
include the following: "What was she doing at the party "Was she drinking or
drunk" "What was she wearing?" "W as
she 'asking for it' by her dress or behav ior?" "Why didn't she light back or protest?" This line of questioning promotes the
idea that women are somehow responsible
for the siolence that happens to them. Too
few ask: -What was this man thinking?1"
"Why didn't someone intervene?" Instead,
trio many people. uneducated about rape,
find fault with the %loom
It is important to recognin that in our
society rape is often viewed differently that
other comes.How many cnrnes do we question the victim's intent and find ways to
blame the victim and hold them responsible.
rather than the perpetrator'I:nti I we begin to
see and educate ourselves that rape is an act
ot violence, rather than a sexual act or form
of seduction, it will he difficult to change
For example. we know that men are also
raped by other met in our society But how
many of us, when hearing about this, automatically ask the following about the victim:
"What was the guy wearing" "Alio didn't
the guy motes+ morr ar fight hack?" "Was

plekkiEh

"It's 11 30 and I've got a test tomorrow

the victim intoxicatedr This, of course,
would he ludicrous, but it provides a clear
e,ample of how when women are raped by
men it is somehow a sexual act that the
ictim has some IrTOTISihIlli) for,hut is hen
a man is raped by another man, it is per
ceived as an act of violence.
Rape hurts all of us A culture which
allows rape is a culture based on oppression. Men are trapped by the rolcs they are
told to play; women are oppressed by their
fear of being a victim I hope this week's
activities help raise your awareness about
how damaging such attitudes can be --and
how changing attitudes can create a better
world for all of us. Educate yourself: e.g.,
attend one of this week's programs, check
out one of the many good books on rape
from the library, do a class protect on rape
Get involved Become a member of the
university rapeJsexual assault committer:
volunteer in the community foi Rape Response Services,for men,join Men Against
Ram Together, we can work to change
attitudes about rape
Sandra L Caron is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Human Development and Tamils Studies. She teaches CHF
351 Human .Setuality. Questions .for Dr
Caron should he .seta directly to The Maine
Campus. Lard Hall Copyright Sandra L
Carom 1993

forever...

Judge kills suit
a!ainst CBS
SPOKANE. ash I AVi A federaljudge
threw out a S250 million lawsuit filed by
Washington apple gmwers against CBS, ruling they failed to pmve a •'60 Minutes''report
linking the chemical Alar to cancer was false
The growers contended the 19R9 broadcast triggered a nationwide consumer panic
and cost them losses estimated by Washington
State t lniversto trade expens at S130 million
Alar was used to control growth and
improve the fruit's appearance After the
"60 Minutes" report. the manufacturer,
Uniroyal Chemical Inc . withdrew it from
the markei. And the government later banned
all food uses of Alar
U.S. District Judge Fremming Nielsen
on Monday granted a pretnal request by
CBS to dismiss the lawsuit
First Amendment law requires piainuff,
bringing such lawsuits in matters of public
interest to prose the statements at issue were
false Nielsen said the growers failed to do se_
In addition, he noted the Supreme Court
in 1974 ruled that the First Amendment
"requires that we protect some falsehood in
order to protect speech that matters"
"Even ifCBS statements are false,they
i sue that mattered,cannot he
were about an ,
proven as false and therefore must he protected,' Nielsen wrote
Nielsen also said CBS was protected
because it relied partly on Environmental
Protection Agencs studies on Alar
One of the 20 or so growers who sued,
Grady Auvil of Orondo, said he expected an
appeal

where's that damn election %ton/7"

We stay up late so you can get up early
Someone spilled pizza on the dummy 4oi the front pace what did it say7-

The layout often wins design awards
among the college press
"We've gotfifteen minutes to finish the last four pages or we miss the truck and drive
to Ellsworth at 1 AM"

We haven't missed an issue in five years
"I just saved the story into WED. LVE but

it's

not there"

We're one of the most technologically
advanced newspapers in
New England
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Write Now
We need brillant,
talented, gifted News Writers to help fill the pages of
our illustrious paper. If you
think you are even slightly
interested,
then please come
Wednesday, Sept. 15, .5pm
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•Messy changes

•Obituary

TV's Terry Mason'dies Renovations cause problems
I AP) Raymond Bun. the pons actor he made his film debut in "Sari Quentin
Among his memorable roles as the prose
who became a TN icon as a crune-sol% ing
lawyer in the long-running "Pens Mason'. color of Montgomery (lift in "A Place in the
Sun.'. the stalkei of' Natalie Wood in "A Cry
series. died at his Northern Cal.lomia ranch
in the Night' . the murderer lames Stew an
He a% as 7f.•
Burr died at home Sunday night in the sees fr urn his apartment in •'Rear Window "
Bun appeared in the first "Godzilla"
Sonoma Counts community ot 1)ry Creek.
ve. play mg an American reporter in
mo%
said
Macaulay
s
friend
Calif BUTT.
Burrs physician. Paul Margulio. Fa% e the scenes inserted into the Japanese original
cause of death as metastatic cancer ot the for the 1. S release
But "Perry Mason.' pros ideal the sevu Ii vet
In mid-August. Burr completed location nty that few actors achieve The series Sias
%York in Denser for his last Pen's Mason TX' an immediate ratings w inner. and Bun was
film, "The Case ot the killer Kiss:. report- awarded the Emmy for hest relies actor in
1959 and 1961
ing to the set at 4 a m despite his illness
Raymond William Stacs Burr w ao horn
Bon who had a husy film career before
'Pen-s Mason." also starred as the crusty, in New NN estrninster. British Columhia, tan
wheelchair-using San Francisco detective May 21, 1917 His parents divorced when he
liter.
in the NB( stn., "Ironyide, whicb ran was 6, and Raymond grew up in X
small
a
ran
ather
grand!'
his
his
where
ol
Calif
end
the
to
Toward
1975
1967
from
life, his illness forced him to use a wheel- hotel
4 nak in a church plav got him interested
chair fOi real
"Pens Mason became tele% imon.s in acting
During World War 11, he served in the
CI series. appearing
most auca"..stu,
wifekl% on CBS for nine seasons from 195- 1.' S
Burr suffered personal tragedies over the
to 1464c
Burr returned to the T\ courtnaorn in years His first wife. actress Annette Sutherland. died an a 1943 piane crash His second
1985 fix a two-hour mos ie "Perry Mason
It was the highest rated TX miss ie that year. marriage. to Isabella Ward. ended in diprompting periodis returns each season In vorce His third wife,Laura Morgan,died of
carrzer in 1955. Two years before. Ins on!)
all. he made 26 of the Perry Mason films
1',an Burr,ined of leukemia
child M
RUET arnved in Holly
Id W ar servkx and at I
ci
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for faculty and students
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Renosatons to Vi mgate Hall. Dunn Halt
and Corbett Hall are in % anoui stages of
completion, causing temporary mos ement
of come offices and staff
The offices of financial aid and the registrar, located in Wingate. has e relocated to
Hannibal Hamlin while renovations are corn pleted
Tom Cole. director of facilities management. said the Wingate renovations will
taring the building into compliance with the
American with Disabilities Act, as well as
fire codes and other issues
Before the renovations begin. asbestos
needs to be removed from Wingate C'cale
said he expects the asbestos remiss al to be
completed in appnvaimatela seven to 10
days
he ax.rtt OM to
.
Nem. The rrnos !Oil,
bid to contractors. ci ith c.nstnict:or starting
Al *.5C"'.'e- -•i. W
an.I
nmona! planning ,
The whole protect will he completed
sometime Litmus' the ;ate wring or earls
CUMRICT.(-off'
Mos :rig nark ia sic ark] the registrar to
Hannibal Hamlin presented another problem-- Hanihai Hamlin is alto not handicapaccessible
"Vie are estremel% right for space.Witte% sord -14'e did what we had to do
Vs'olangin Hannibal Hamlin presents
challenges The trinstrw's office. although
maml% located on the first floor, is spread
out on tom floors, and also has equipment in
the basement
-We put on the heq face possible.- Diana Ester. associate regictrar, said

Ihe student aid office also feels the space
pinch. Pegg% Crawford, director of student
aid, said
It's a %hoic lot mole crowded over
here,- Craw ford said
Adding a waiting morn and twc
%cling rooms have eased some probler.i
Crass ford said Also, the student aid office
has added more oflice hours to handle
crowds
Both Crawford and Ester sa% crude
have found the offices with little dark
aided h% signs placed in front of Wir,
and Hannibal Hamlin
The cons ersion of Dunn and Corbett
Hails to office space will start coon,accord,
mg to Vi 110)
The &chests.% removal process for those
buildings %ill begin in October. Wile% raid
Alter the asbestos removal, constructs:la
will begin around late December The %dieduled completion of the ileum awn, is au_
gust 1. 1994. Cole said
The Imildings. like Wingate. will conform to the 41).4 and fire codes
Dunn v.iIlbe the base tor the Univers:it%
College.scheduled to mow to OMFIO during
the fall 1994 semester as part of the unov,
uty, Is downsizing plan. with some class
room space assilahle as well
Corbett Hall will he converted to office
space for the !Inman resources department.
the univercrt% Is personnel office. the Calmer for Communn% Inclusion. and the Ps%
cholog% Service Center, among ra.hrWihr% said moving these departments
ease traffic and make the buildings ca'..
to find
"It 5 CrAZ to expect someone cor-tag tc
CalTINS for the firm time to find the Psychologv SCI'Vk't ('enter" Wihry said
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CUTLER SAYS:
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER WILL BE OPEN MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY FROM 8 AM -6 PM PHARMACY WILL
BE OPEN FROM 8 AM -12 NOON AND 1 PM -4:30 PM
PLEASE CHECK THE CAMPUS NEWSPAPER FOR NOTICES CONCERNING
HOLIDAYS,BREAKS,AND OTHER
HEALTH CENTER NEWS.

HAVE A HEALTHY AND PRODUCTIVE YEAR!
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Rapt' and Sexual Assault Awareness Week

•Kids in court

•Feature 01

Boys plead no contest to
lesser charge in father's death
CHICKASHA.Okla (API — Two boy,
pleaded no contest l'uesday to a lesser charge
of manslaughte,m the death of their father.
% ho as shot in his sleep for allegedly
sexually abusing their younger sister
Defense attorney Rohen Perrine said thc
brothers. Ilemian Dutton. 15. and his I
year-old brother. Druie. entered the plea in
%hat is called "deferred juvenile adjudication Under that type of plea. the boys %ill
not he imprisoned and the case will be
dismissed if they stay out of trouble until
April 19146
The boys say they shot Lonnie Dutton,
19, on July 12 after their 10-year-old sister
confided that the father hail secila'ly molest ed her Relatives and other adults say the
Rush Spnngs man had physically and men-

tall!, abused all four of his children
lhstrict Attorney Gene Chnstian
got the results he % as seeking si IthOUI pita
ii trial grit ing the boss into counselini,
in the right home
The isco will remain wards of the roue
tor the time being anti 'sill return to a t
home They could remain wards of the
until they turn IS or a guardian could be
appointed sometime in the future.
Pemne said Ills possible a family. MIT;
her could eventually get custody ofthe boss
but he says there are a lot ofquestions still tc
he answered
He declined to give specifics out said the
'amtl'. is dysfunctionalfmm top to hrinert
anyivie in this family wh
"there literally
doesn't have a skeleton in their closet"

•Bombing trial underway

Jury selection for skyscraper
bombing trial begins

Members of the university community tie ribbons onto a wire around the
malt in front of Fogler library Each ribbon represents an ocurrence of rape.
(Boyd photo.)

NEW YORK t AP)-- The World Trade
Center bombing trial got under sca Tuesday as a Judge reminded potential urors that
an indictment doesn't mean guilt
"At this pcnnt the indictment in this case
is good for making paper airplanes.- I S
District Judge Kevin Duffy told a group of
shout SO iury candidates He asked them to
forget what the% have heard about the case
He spoke of the quest to find 12%010 Will

The Nftlit;,

decide if four men conspired to vet off a Is in die second tallest buildings in the world
Each defendant stood and nodded at the
Jury pool as he was introduced by the !11..1Fr
The Judge said reporters would be henna;
from the mom when especially. senotive
questions are asked, hut a transcripi v
he made public each da
"Jurors are entitled to he relieved '.....-.iahnorrnal pressure.- said Duffy.
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By Bonnie Sin
Staff Writer
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STUDENT SENATE
+STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION FORMS
WILL BE AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 16th.
+FORMS ARE DUE BACK AT THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICE BY SEPTEMBER 22nd

AT 4PM .
+ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 30.
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THE NOMINATION
PROCESS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CHRIS DEBECK AT
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE OR CALL 581-1775.
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•Feature of the Week—Student Life

Students need not leave campus for fun and entertainment
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By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
Editor's note. The following is the second
in a three part Serfir3 about student life. Lo.,it
in Friday's edition for the third installment
If you're sitting in your room watching
TV at night thinking there's nothing eke to
do on campiis--you'm missing out on earnpUS entertainment
The l.7nivasity of Maine offers a variety
of activities from art exhibits to comedians.
Programs and entertainment listings can he
found in all of the campus publications in
chiding niversions,a monthly calendar highlighting events, sponsored by. The Union
Board-Di versions.
Although ;here are some ongoing entertainment pi ogfams on campus. !nut of it
revolves, trying to bring as many- different
chows or events ac possiblr. to appeal to the
enure community
klany special ertertainment programs are
centered around awareness or celebrators
weeks such as Rape Awareness, Domestic
Violence .Auareness. National Coming Out
Week, Civil Rights Awareness and Won)en's H7SiCif) Month
The office of Multi-Cultural Affairs is
responsible for the planning and promotion
of these weeks Ti coordinate's comedians,
films, lectures and music with all its educational programs
Cheryl Daly. associate dean of multicultural affairs. said she tries to create programming which is ageless and reflects lifestyles.
language and culture She also wants t'Maine

to he on the cutting edge of culture and
entertainment
The most current example is the upcoming state of the an limi Hendrix tateractive
exhibit l'Maine is onh the second place this
exhibit has travelled to on the East Coast after
New York University.
For National Coming Out Week, the office is sponsoring nationally known feminist
humorio Kate Clinton For domestic violence au arenes.s, it's bringing the movie
"What's Love Got to do with it: The True Life
story of Tina Turner."

they V.ant to see—demand what type of programming they want We should see a concert at Alfood because this is a winter campus," Daly said
"Fmertainment should be interdisciplinary
covering all bases, have an academic flavor
and touch the needs of our biggest clientele—
the students," Oak said "What my program is
trying to do is create a sense ofcommunity and
be inclusive of the community"
The Maine Centel for the Arts pioto am
schedule is diverse on both a cultural and
international level Full-time students receive

"These are the college years where you should
rake risks and be exposed to things you wouldn't
necessarily be exposed to." —Cheryl Daly
The movie ts a part of the larger .Vot at the
Mall scrim alio coordinated by Daly The
senes features popular multi-cultural films
dealing with rekvant ulna]issues and culture
Dal% said the kes to entertainment is the
quality, of ieoloanurung.
-These are the college ran where you
should take ricks arid be exposed to things you
woukin't necessanly he exposed to Be exposed to life, consciously look a issues like
honaiphohia and ageism" Daly said.
She said more students need to become
involved in programming and make greater
use out of facilities on campus
-Students need to take control over what

two free tickets per semester courtes% ,-; the
nsi We fee
LARliptt
Tickets can he split among two different
shows or used for only one They should he
picked up at the MCA ticket office in the
beginning of each semester Students can
suggest ideas for programs by filling out a
suggestion card at the MCA or they can speak
directly to the staff
-Students can come to my office I'm
very accessible We can certainly use alt the
input we can get--especially for a nick or
country conceit" John Patches, executive
director of the MCA. said. "We would he
more than willing to woe's with a concert

committee or any other student groups to
achieve getting music groups here."
The I'nion Board-Diversions is a studentrun organization funded by the comprehensive fee to tiring entertainment to campus.
They have two ongoing events --the comedy
series Friday nights at the Damn Yankee and
ino% ies at Hauck Auditorium Lnd Neville
Hal!
"We try to bring movies as often as we
can. We're alu ays open to suggestions but
often times it boils down to logistics--get
Ong the movie up here."(hanks Allen 7strs
ident of The I_Tnion Board. said
Allen said all admission fees for their
programs are nominal because "'(the funding
they receive from the comprehensive fee
The group also Firings mecial programs to
campus Sept 24 t`Maine 'sill have four 'sirma] reality machines for students to experience at a cost of'SI peruse. Then are only, 72
such devices in the country
The Union Board-Divert-ions is in the
process of bringing a conceit to UMaine.
-It's hard to get facilities We haven't.
seen much cooperation from the athletic department for the use of.the 'pit' or Alfond
Arena)." Allen said.
Alien said the organization is encouraging participation es-en If it's on a come-tohelp-when-you-have-time basic
'This year were trym4t to mcorrirr,a to an
excellence in programming We want more
participation and are acing survey-s for student input" Adlen said."We also would like
increased involvement with other groups on
campus—that's how we can get stuff done"

family and friends Weekend
Splendid Film Is Found_

J Q. and the
Bandits
8 pm
Hauck Auditorium
MeniorialUnion
Only, $1

Lost in Yonkers
Ile Best
6:30 &9:15pm
Mtn Of The Year
Hauck Auditorium
Memorial Union
MIMS Only $.50
Friday, Sept. 17
sib erne wino& ..isbes.
awl =dins% MI•11
1.41.1% Ulm N.Y.
ad /linftra foe
Illmerlin OWN s
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Saturday Sept. 18

Ellis Paul
Coffee House Opener
9 pm
Peabody Lounge
Memorial Union
FREE
Sunday, Sept. 19

The Union Board:
viesixam
UMaine Campus Entertainment 581-1735
Movie Co-Sponsored by ROC
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•Homicide
'NINO

•Foreign relations

•Murder

French president ill
during ceremony
SEOUL. South Korea t AP! -- French
President Francois Minenand became ill
and somited into a handkerchief today tillT mg a guemborik cigning ceremons at South
Koreas president al mansion
Mitten-and had arrived in South Korea
ahtvut two hours earlier for a three-day. state
snit with President Kim Young-cam. the
first hy a French head of state since the two
nations established diplomatic relations in
1949
The incident was similar to that offormer
President Bush. who sornited and fell under
a table while dining wiih )anew Priitte
Larinar... !992
Minisici Kochi Mis....t.
Bush had flown to Japan fmm Korea
Korean presidential aides said the 76yearold Mitterrand felt din's at the torci-

dential Blue House mansion He suddenly
sat down in a chair near the gnesthook stand
holding a handkerchief to his mouth
With the South Korean president shin,1
ing near and hyvking ss orried. Mitterrand w
rushed hs aides and recunty guards to
reclavom in the mansion.aides told reporters
He vomited and remained in the restmorn
about 20 minutes. Korean presidential aides
said
The French Embassy, said there would he
no comment and that Minerand health w as
fine
Mitterrand disclosed last year that he
nv.fret--,4
rmrtlitr. neer He tinder went an operation. hut continues to make
regular public appearances
Mitterrand is to depart Seoul on Thursdas

•Education
Teacher suspended for advances
ik• H 1.AP)— A woman music
(
teacher has herr suspended fmrn Mascoma
alles Regional High School for allegedly
making mmantic overages to a ferrude.auderit
teacher. Ellen Wilber, sass she was
ming to express --Ng sister' feelings for the
gni. not nuke a pays
School Read Chairman Arthurferns said
the hoard ruled Wilber "crossed the line in
using her rornarinc fedings to the student • •
Thew/violdistrict — Mach coversCalm.

Enfield. Grafton arid °rave - already n henut sued in federal court by three
former students who say they were sexualh
abused hi two leachers and a coach m the
19nDs
said nothing
The Ind who accused
physical happened between them She said the
stripped at Wilber's horvw m Fehruars after
wiser and Wilhes said the loved the gni as
"mom than a fnend •
Wilber was suspended for a year.
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Does DC, MBA WGI or NES
mean anybing to you?
Past members of these organizations
-ih
all involved in the
Our group has doubled in size and is
paling tti be awesome. If you `!spun''
h school- come . the benefits!
For more info call Shen)* Bordeau 1-8544
or Chris White 0 1-1232.

Suspected murderer ofMaine
runaway waives extradition
AKRON.Ohio t AP) - A suspect want- llietiday that One was Sr ested in reevcharges he ebscked a San
ed for the death of a tern age tutu% ay ary 1981 n
officer,
from Maine waii.rd extradition to Penn- Luis Obispo, Calif. police
CTUZ was found guilty of mamft ori a
sylvania on Tuesday
James Ow Jr. 36. of New Waserford, police officer, driving while intoxicated
appeared in Mann Minticipai Court and said and hit and rim, records show. Changes of
be would not oppose efforts to send him to hattery of a police (Aker ant Nettling
Rassytvania Officials nom Pennsylvania wrest were dismissed in a plea bargain
The Pennsylvania won!! charges
have 10 days to take him into minify.
One was returned tothe Summit Coins- Cruz with lint-,second- ind third degree
ty jail. where he has heen held in lieu 435 murder kidnkning, rape, ins-chintzy de,
million bond Re was still in custMv at the viate sexual intercourse,robbery aiwItheft
he unlawful taking.
jail Tuesdas afternoon
Authorities in Ohio,Pennsylvania,In -old
17-year
killing
of
He is accused
york
Dawn Marie Birnbaum and leaving her disna, Illinois, Kentucky and New
IrAt Int .7ttM11,"eeiitt.. •ilete*-0•60tral were"eves-nesting cumin aSiveit in shwa
Pennsylvania highway in March The 11,1 the bodies of 12 people were found in
was from Lake County, Indiana, and had Ohio and other suites between June tiitc,
been a strident at Flom, a actiool for trou- and November 1940.
Crua horn in Pueblo. Coki.. has lived
hied adolescents in Poland. Mar"
Aneweities were investigating wheth- its Ohio for sit rAin
New Waterford, a town of 1.300 peo
et Croy was involved in similar slayings
pie,is in northeast Ohio new the Pennsylalong Ohio higitwars
The Akron Reston Journal reported MN!border
a.

•International unrest

Palestinians attack Israelis
Arab repeats said the inodeld took piece
JERUSALEM (API — Palestinians in
the occupied Can Strip staged two snacks nearCan City'%centralPaleanne Squire wileon Israelis today with one blowing himself s's Arab in his catty 20s carrying a Koran and
up in a Mice station and another trying to a knife chnthed up man merry tenacity privation
Palestine Ltheratinri Organization char
stab a soldier before being shot to death
The deaths were the first since the Pt 0 man N•acsrer Arafat pledged to curb illiartS
brae as inin of the recognition agreenv-ra ti.
and Israel signed a peace accord in V. aching
preceded the peace pact
ton on Monday
Rut .w.lence is expected to escalate. U7In an apparent suicide attack an Arab
man blew himself up when the electric gate 11darnic militants tato resocs the anceirem
ot-the plaice station openec to tel can a car,an eying to wreck the deal
-We we witismosing eve wave of anus
army official said The attacker was killed
whach will only incteson." mid braeli opens
and was the onls cz.surdts
Earlier, soldiers shot dead a Palestinian non leadei Benisrnin trielimysiai.
Although marry are Mehra* the spry
man who lunged at an Israeli trooper with a
knife during a ?card change at an observa- meta fer limited Palestinian self-ele.tensiarn
tion post. the army said The soldier was m the Com Seasremain high.Islamic naTtneas
killed ewer Israeli wieners on Sunday
slightly mined.
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•Homicide

•UMaine safety

Police release man hours
Call box performance improves
before alcohol related death
By Matt Wickenheiser

Staff Writer

II m

MOULTONBOROUGH,N.H.(AP)—
A man charged with killing hi% girlfriend
wasstopped —but not arrested h Wolfehoro police hours before the death, a poise, utor says.
Woifebom officer spoke with Paul
Net Jr. 31, of Holbrook, Mass . at about 10
p.m. Friday'. said Assjstant Attorney General John Steven. Theresa Nagatori. 26. of
Dedham. Mass.. -- the woman Nee is alleged to have struck, dragged and killed
with his car while drunk, was in the car,
Steven said
Net is being held without hail on negli •
gent homicide and aggra aled thunken dris ing charges
Steven said he believed police stopped
Net because of defecuse equipment on the
car
According to a Wolfeboro dispatcher.
the computer system u ced by police to check
motor vehicle and criminal records was not
working when Nee was stopped It would
have shown Net was driving on a suspended
Massachusetts license.
Wolfeboro Officer Chns Keaton, who
stopped Net. could not he reached to comment. On Monday, he told The Citiern of
Laconia he had spoken to investigators. and
that an other comments concerning the
moo would come from the attorney general • s office
Nagaton wasfound unconscious in Nees
car at a Moultonborough motel at about 1
a m Saturday .Attempts to revive her were
unsuccessful

Net has a lengths criminal and motor
vehicle record dating hack more than It
years. according to investigators His most
recent conviction was in April, when he was
found guilty of battery and given a suspend
ed sentence of one year
Macsa.husetts records indicate Net had
iolated the terms of his parole and was
scheduled for a hearing Tuesday in Dedham
District t'ourt Massachusetts authorities
allege Net assaulted Nagatori last month
According to a state police affidavit. Net
told authorities Nagatori jumped out of the
car when he was drising about 20 mph The
affidavit said Nee stopped the vehicle and
ran hack to Nagatoti. who was "staggering
and trying to pet up"
State police Detectise Mark Mudgett
said in court papers he found fabric on the
right side of the car's front bumper Investigators believe that fabric matches clothing
worn by Nagzton
The allidas It said DT lames Karlin. the
state's assistant chief medical e3arninet,
inspected the pants Nagator was wearing
and determined they show 6.5 iderre of "being dragged at skis% speed under a vehicle"
Other impressions on the bumper
peared to he in the shape of either fibrous
'as-cording to the
material or strands of
affidai it
Net told investigators he and Nagator
were drinking alcohol when they left Ded
ham about dusk Fnda and headed to Men,' ronhorough The couple g lost and Net
said they wound up on Route 16 or 11
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Chicken Chew Mem
Port(ho. Mess
Shrimp Chow Mein
Ulnae Vestaibits
Beef or Cincken
.......
Reef Chow Mein
Roan Port or Oacken Elm Foo Young
Pepper Steak with Onion
%rocks' Rib.
Roast Pork with °nom Vegetable
,with lobster came
Shorn!
Moo Cion Gs: Pan
Sweet and Sour Poet or Chalten
Sweet ane Cot, Shrimp
Plroicroli .-ah hicken or Peet
Lo Mem writ( hicken or Pork
Chicken with SLct PC2(1 Sauce
Bean Sprouts with Chicken or Pork
Hew and 5pic. Reel Syvviman Stele
Chaiten, Reef. or Port with Garhc Sauce*
Shrimp with RMCC011
Broccoli with Garbs Sauct•
Chicken wins Almond or Cashew
Third Chicken. Sred,nis, Cede
Cum Chia-ken or Reef with Clinirw •
Review Chicken with Seto. Pea Pod.
Hunan Chicken, Poet or Reef'

$695
95
645
'26
695
S's
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- 25
- 2S
7 95
'25
695
705
"25
60.
7 25
69.
- 25
- 25
"OS
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- 2‘.
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The Other Platter
2- rerrvaki Reel .2 • flonelew Itikw Chicken Fifteen
Wirer , Pork Fried
IR Fried Shrimp Remelt-. Rita, Egg Roll. iilacken Wing.
"OS
Pewit Fried Race
Wing, 2 Teriyaki
Eps Rob, Chairen Fingers 2
"" 95
like (2i, Pork Rein. Rice
30 Teriyaki Beet .2). Egg Roil Chicken Wing.:2 litonelegi Rihs,
Port Fried Rice
31 Teriyaki Serf 2,F. Roll Clutter Finger. 2 toneless
- 05
RAY, Port Fried Rice
32 Fried Show. Boneless kilik OW*C/1 FINITT, 2 Chicken
'06
Wings (21,Pmt Food Rice
• Mr sod :fn.

For the time being. problems with the
University of Maine's eineigrawy call boxes
have been solved with a little T.LC
According to Charlie Chandler. assistant
director of l'Maines Public Safety Department. the outfit that does (NM's radio
repairs recently took on the task of studying.
maintaining and repairing the call boxes
Chandler said the department spent about
S! SIO on refurbishing springs. replacing
screws, painting trie hoses, reprogramming.
and on new hatteries
Chandler attributes the new period of peak
call box performance to the ability of terhnician Colby Laufkin to figure out the workings
of the equipment.
Chandler said Lufkin had -an inherent
desire to know how something works,and to
see it worts right
I aufkin called the company who made the
cal! hoses to learn some of the intricacies He
found the boxes need to he periodically reprogramme& which hadn't been clone for a while
('handler said the boxes needed to he
"babied,- and maintained regularly

While Public Safety does check on each
tall bus one every eight hours, the thorough
maintenance necessary hasn't been constant
(handler said the telecommunications
department has installed five nue speaker
hoses to the unis ersity grounds
The boxes are flat plates with an internal
mike, speaker and a red button on the front
late% already in the
,
There were speakei'
Union, field house ant' Neville Hall New
plates will he installed in( amegie Hall. Lord
Halt Little Hall. Barrows Hall and the new
Donald P Cot-ben Hall
According to Gary Coibeti director of
telecommunications, a problem with the
speaker boxes is ascetics
lliere must he a balance between making
the plates noticrabk and hay ing them fit in
with the timor of the building This has been a
problem with the new Cotten Hall.
Chandler also said visibility we a geoh
lens I.' ortunately. with greater visibility
come a greater chance of vandali7ation
Corbett said he was always willing to take
suggestions as to plate placement or how to
make them more noticeable,in a tasteful was
-For now they'll stay as they. are unless
r.omehody hw a beset idea- C,ietiet1 said

There will be a memorial service for
Elizabeth Moms on Thursday, Sept.
16 at the Newman Center.
Everyone is welcome.
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China
Garden
7 Oak Streeono
866-7344 or 866-5844•
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Call Us,We Deliver!

Special Luncheons
(Every dri kiwi liars to ipm
Rice and AppetiserAt row gni Part Prang Rua I.
Snap Omer Wiwisnia, Eirp r*.p. Her awl Sow Sown. Fat Raill1;
Chide* PEWIT .1 t Urkert 5'0,115 .2'
$4.25
1 Cluarn Cliom Mem
454
2 Shrwor Choa Mess
4.25
Sweet and Soar Port or Clic'ken
425
4 Bean Sproins with Chicken or Pork
426
5 To Mein with ("hater or Pork
6 Chinese S'egetable 4nth Chicken, Roan Pork ot SeeS 4 50
450
7 Pepper Steak with Onion
4 25
• Fag Foo Young .111. Port or Chicken
4 25
9 Vert-tat* Foch&
525
10 Shona" lobster Sauce
4-s
11 Rom-4m Rit.
5 25
12 Chicken wah Alniewwti rarer. Ntii
4541
A Hunan Style Chicken or Reef'
425
R Spas Rroccol loth Ciarhs `satict•
460
Mon Gm Com Pan
2.‘
11 Sweet and Cour Throne
4
E Hot and Spin Serchwan Reel*
4.
F Twice Cooked Priet•
t.":
H
K.
1
IM

Kul* Sr. Checteri•
Shrimp with Broccoli
Gaelic Since in& Chicken or Rev'
Sesame Chicken*
Broccoli with Dee or Chicken

4
4

Owl's Lunch Special
Tern-aki km, %melee RAY, Checker 1-•iire, Chicken Wing.
6 SO
Port Fried Rae
14 Fried %rime Rooelry. Raw Fagg Roil Chicken Wing. Post
650
Frird RICY
IS Firs Roll, Chicken Finger Chicken Wing. Terrvak Reef, Peat
650
Fried Lee
16 Teriyaki Red Nig Roll. ('tucker Wing toneless Raw. Prot
50
Pried Rice
Teriyaki Reef Fans Roll Chicken Finger. Ronde: Rini Pork
1
660
Fweel ltice
IR Freed Shrimp toneless Ribs Chester Finger Chicken Wing,
5 sr
Port Pied Rice
• Ha e• con
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•Nights out

•Health

•NASA

Shuttle astronauts
prepare for spacewalk
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla AT
cowry's astronauts began prparmg Tuesday
for the high point of their mission a
spat-walk— and inspected minor damage in a
cargo has left by the deployment of a satellite
It was a light day for the space shunk's
crew after two days of working overtime to
unload a pair of satellites
"May be you'll get a chance to look up
from the grindstone you• ye had your nose to
and look out the sv indow,'' Mission Control
said
The pace should pick up again Thursday'.
when astmnauts James Neuman and Carl
Walr step out for a six -hour spacewalk The
Sw PT ratchet tool portable
foot rtstrroms and other devices to he used
during the Hubble Space Telescope repair
mission in December
The five-man crew lowered Discos era s cabin pressure to prepare Newman
and Vi alr for the reduced pressure inside
theiT spacesuits
At the same titre, the astronauts beamed
down a suite camera survey of a steel ring
loosened during the release of a communications satellite Sunday Psi hours into the
10-day flight
The satell rte. and its attached rocket were
ejected b% small explosive charges inside
that ring. which is located on a satellite
mounting soucture in the cargo hay
Mission operations director Randy Stone

said engineers suspect the ring cia,jarred
loose because of the simultaneous discharge
of two sets of explosive charges Only one
set was supposed to fire laehris from the
satellite-support structure floated out after
the satellite
Stone said a camera inspection was ordered to ensure there is no debris jamming
the cargo bay door latches and to determine
whether the ring might break off during the
jolting ride home next week and damage the
shun te Hight directors doubt that would
happen. he said.
Eritzineen were deciding whether the
spacew-alking astronauts should be asked to
secure the sharp-edged rine. Stone said 3
final decision would he made Wednesday
The experimental communications satellite ejected from the ring whizzed around
Earth on Tuesday in an elliptical orbit 22,100
miles at the farthermost ends A motor tiring
should cin-ularire the orbit Wednesdas, a
day later than planned
The satellite released by the crew Monday began collecting data on interstellat
clouds and start The U S and Germansponsored spacecraft trailed Discovers by
up to so miles
It will fly free of the shuttle for about a
week before being retrieved by the crew
Hod% satellites were delayed ! I.P2 hours
because of communications pohlerre.„ which
made for extra4ong witidays ha die atm

The Maine Campu:

shows benefits ofvitamins
WASHINGTON(AP)— Daily doses of
beta carotene, % itamin F and selenium reduced cancer deaths by 13 percent in a study
conducted in rural China by U.S. researchers
The five-year study, .evolving 29,5a4
people in an area where cancer rates are
among the highest in the world,showed that
some citations and minerals can be of benefit against cancer, according to the National Cancer Institute researchers
"The study is the first randomired trial
to show a significant reduction in cancer in
a population supplemented with vitamins
and minerals," Dr William I. Blot said
Tuesday
Blot added that the results "don't automatically translate to the situation in the
United States"
Blot and other NCI experts also said the
single study does not present conclusive
proofthat vitamin and mineral supplements,
such as in'. itarnin pills,are potective against
cancer
"At this point in time. NCI recommends
that Americans eat a well -balanced diet,low
in fat, high in fiber, with plenty. of fruits and
vegetables,as a way to maintain good health
and to reduce the risk of cancer. said Dr
Peter Greenwald. director of the disision of
cancer pre% ention and control at NCI "We
do not base A recommendation now for
vitamin and mineral supplements"
The population studied, in four communes in a farming area of Northern China.
gets kis: nutrition than most Arnenc-an'. and
has a much higher rate of cancet Blot noted
IA‘ a result. he said, Ti IS impossiNe to draw

a scientifically accurate conclusion that the
vitamins that lowered cancer incidence and
overall death rates in China would have a
similar effect in the United States
"We feel they do offer a hopeful -.ism:'
said Blot "It strengthens our growing knowledge of the relationship between nutrition
and cancer
The study- was conducted in rn area of
China called Linxian. about 300 miles south
southwest of Beijing, the capital The pro
pie in th( area are mostly farmers with 3 diet
dominated by corn, wheat and pickled vegetables
Epidemiologists have king been interested in the area because of its extraordinar
ily high rate of cancer.
"They have. .probably the highest ratc
of this type of cancer of any place in the
world," said Dr Philip R Taylor of /'srl
He said esophageal carroer is so common
that it has been described there as' the hardto-swallow disease" for more than 2.0(V
years
Death rate from esophagealcancvx
people aged 40to69in the U.S.is5 to 19 per
100,000. In Linxian. the one is 470 per
100,000 among people of the came age
In cooperation with the Chinese go'.
ernment. NCI researchers arranged for a
study group of almost 30.000 adults, aged
40 to 60 They were divided into groups
that received different combinations of vitamin supplements or placebos Bkm said
die y itamin and nutrient doses were up to
two times the U S
allow allft

Not even your local
dietcenter offers reductions
like this.
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Staff Writer
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Geddy's goes high tech to impress patrons
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer

!moil,. as "the love itt his lite." and has been
rd With the huriness in some aspect or
another since those lessons.
He studied classical piano for 13 years
'a hen a realization dawned on him.
"I saw a lot of stars mg musicians," he
said. "especially pianists"
Byrd had been touring with his uncle,
playing for a gospel quartet lie met Dr Johnson, an owner of a recording studio, and got
interested in a different part 01 the business_
By rd went to Georgia Tech.. studied
audio engineering and endrd up working for
Dino DeLorentic and D E.G. Film Studios.
Byrd worked on sound for such movies
as "Year of the Dragon." "Blade Runner,"
"Weeds,""Blue Vely et" and "King Kong."
The studio folded and Byrd moved on to
Newt ark City There hr managed two photo
labs in the Upper West Side,until he net Ellis
hiric an.a music pmducer,one day by chance
Before realizing Duncan was a producer, Byrd had told him his life story-.
One day Dun(.!ri came into the lab, told
Byrd w hat he did tor a living and asked if he
would he interested in mixing a 75th birthday celebration far Les Paul where Paul.
Aerosmith and others performed

!MI6

Students retumin,j to the Lin'irisity ot
Maine may he interested in getting hack to
the hooks, sports teams or social clubs.
And then there's always the irresistible
call of Geddy's. pulling students hack into
the night life of Orono and UMaine
This year. the nightclub is a hit different.
According to Arthur Davis, owner, approximately 150,000 has been poured into
Geddy's in the form of labor. new lighting.
speakers, audio components,an 8 foot w tar
video screen, a video projector, a kitchen, a
confetti cannon and a fog machine, to add a
myctenous ambience.
"We're just trying to produce one of the
hist lupin clubs in the arca." titian McClellan. manager of Geddy's. said
The management also plans to offer several weekly events such as Monday night footMIL line-dance lessons and chem-fire nights.
Both Davis and McClellan picked up
these ideas and more from a night club convention that they attended earlier this year
Some of the equipment being installed
comes from what used to be the Play boy

"We're just trying to produce one of the best
night dubs in the area," Brian McClellan,
manager of Geddy's,said.
Club in Manhattan Davis bought the club
and com riled it into Denim and Diamonds,
a country -oriented club
All of the equipment has been installed
and fati up by Ken By rd. a professional Audio
engineer wh has installed Hard Rock Cafe's in-house systems in such diverse locations as Iceland. Mexico, Singapore, London, New York City,Los Angeles and, most
recently. Bar Harbor and Orono
Byrd's father got him into the music
business hen he was only 5 years old,
starting him on the piano Byrd described

That began his career with Hard Rock
Cafe, he then mixed performances by such
artists as B B King. Deep Purple. K
Lang.Stephan Stills, Johnnie Van Sandt and
Robert Cray
Byrd then began installing the in-house
sy stems for Hard Rock Cafes and eventually
incorporated his ow n business.SquareW'ave
Productions. Inc
Byrd doesn't really adsenice, most of
his work is found out about through word of-mouth
He said he enjoys his work but that there

Ken Byrd, audio engineer, shows Brian McClellan, manager of Geddy's, some
of the improvements to the night club.(Wickenheiser photo.)
were down sides
Bard works alone. and he has found it
difficult to find deTrodahle technical assistants
in New York City Even when he dots have
assistants. the client may have other ideas
"The problem with being a specialist is
that the client wants yiai and not one of your
guys." Byrd said
While Orono may not he Neik YOlt Cif).
Byrd applied the same attitudes toward his
work here
He explained that in New York people

pay good money for the hest equipment He
said that he has toed to do the same quality
work here.
Byrd said hehas installed the hest sound
system for the type of club Geddy's is
"The sound system is optimized for the
mom." Byrd said
He has found Orono pleasurable and said
he doesn't base any real plans for the future
rrl "I'm the kind of person uho
self up to what comes anvund," Byrd said "I
just kind of flow "
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•Only time will tell

Baby Jessica getting accustomed to new parents
CEDAR RAPIDS. low a tAPI -- A 2 I/
2-year-old girl relikneki front a Michigan
couple who raised her and turned over to her
birth parents last month is beginning to call
her new father "Daddy ..
Dan Schmidt said he had a difficult first
night consoling his daughter Jessica. She
cried and asked for Jan and Roberta DeBoer,
who took her home to Ann Arbor. Mich •
days after her birth, planning to adopt her

They. raised her until she w as returned to the
Schmidts under court order
"It was time for bed and she was eshausted and said she wanted her own bed,
wanted her Daddy and Mommy (the DeBoers), and she cried for a half-hour.Schmidt told the sy ndicated television program "American Journal "
It is the first interview Dan and Cara
Schmidt, of Blairstown, have given since

She soon changed her mind. told Dan
Jessica was returned in a tearful transfer on
Schmidt of his paternity and they began
Aug 2
Schmidt said the girl is beginning to call trying to get Jessica back in Mareh 1991
him "Daddy" although she still thinks of They got married in 1992
The low a and Michigan couples waged a
the Defloers
two-year custody battle that went to
hitter
had
Clausen,
Cara
then
Cara Schmidt.
gii en the child up for adoption after birth on the Supreme Court before the Schmidt% were
Feb S. 1991, in Cedar Rapids She had granted custody
lhe interview is to be broadcast this
named her current boyfriend instead of
% week.
Schmidt as the baby's father

•Music scares away the savage beast

•Sexual assaults

Former priest charged
with moramiwitsr.
MANCHESTER. N.H.(API— An imminent lawsuit charges a former priest al.
ready. indicted on numerous child sexual
assault charges repeatedly molested a teen
in Keene and Hudson. and once forced him
to has e seN a ith other priests
lhe suit, being tiled on behalf of a 27-'.earold man. charges former priest Gordon MacRae molested lam and once prostituted him to
two other priests MacRae alreads laces •C‘Ual assault charges in two count)es He has not
been charged in the case outlined in the suit
The I)iocese of Manchester. %shish also
named in the suit, denies responsibility
and liability for anything MacRae might
base done
The suit claims MacRae molested the
boy starting from when hea as 14 from 1978
Kern.' .ind Hudson. going him

expensive gifts and vac2 i ins and pF,ing
him with alcohol The accuser charges MacRae forced hint to have sex with two other.
unidentified priests. at St John the Evangelist Rectory in Hudson sometime between
1979 and 195:
The suit alleges the pastor at the time.
who also is unidentified, allowed the situation to occur
In addition to MacRae and the three
unidentified priests, the suit names the din..ese and three top church officials, saying
they did not protect the boy
Ihrusese lawyer Bradford Cook blasted
the law suit, say ing the diocese is as ictim too
-The irresponsible allegations constitute a frontal assault on the church as a
w hole. display ing a lack ot know ledge of its
,%rgani ration.functions and nature:• he said

Music used as loiterer repellent
here again
In fact, the 18-year-old said, the classi•
cal music "kind of provides a nice atmo:.. re •
The 7-Eleven store chain has used music to deter loitering for about three years,
.aid Margaret Chabris, a company spokeswoman
''Weplas Munk of %%rum ani ca.chic
si.al.'• the said ''In one store they might
even play country-western You kind of
have to figure out who your audience is:'
John Spntr.program director of%1PKM,
the station broadcast over the square no
Monday. put his own spin on the music
"I suspect that the people congregating
simple"
But the tactic wasn't entirely success- around Monument Square will grow
lose Schubert and Beethoven and Moran
ful
"I like classical music." said Jason and will become acid A'PKM fans," he
Stackhouse as he sat with a group of other said. "It just goes to show you that you
can't predict who's going to like classical
teen-agers on a Monument Square bench
"Play rap music and I'll never he down music

PORTLAND. Maine AP)---. There's a
new player in the downtown menthants'
rive away you
tnan composer Franz Sc
Schubert's "Grand Duo in C" played
from two speakers above Monument Square
on Monday The idea,officials at the Downtown Immo ement District eiplained. was
to deter teen-agers from hanging around
"We've found that around the country
where there was a prohleni with young
people assembling, that classical music is
something that they ;list don't like." said
Spencer Jones,a board member of the business group •'SO they mos e ass ay • plain and

C11' Microcomputer Help Center
Pro, ,

Kist sign +tip ahead
arti-nd Additional wt.
Bahasa
Wming Base
Toes.,
Wed.,

PrL.
Mem,
Thes.,
Wed,
Pti ,
Thun ,
Tues.,
Wed,

iffecOn lettreiesinj
Wed ,
Thum,,
Most,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Wed.,
Gower Letters
Wed.,
Thurs.,

lob Search Susreases
Foirral Job 9
Caters ix a
Careers kir]
Carzers for
Carters fct
Making the o

fr,',kfacinrmh and DOS software ascictance

tw are services provided include:
• Support for Mac sy stem software and MS-DOS
Support for software currently available in CIT administered
public clusters. This includes most of the popular word processors and spreadsheet.
Support for %inis detection and removal. The anti-s inis programs l)isinfect(Mac)and F-Prot I)OSt are available free of
charge
• Disk and file recovery for both platforms.
• Document translation between Mac and DOS platforms using
MacLink Plus.
• Document conversion between a Aide variety of DOS word
processing packages_ This includes conversions from very
old packages to the more popular packages currently in use.
• Installation of registered software.
Distribution of Micrty.,c,t, -ph- disks (disks provided to re-

Career C

Graduate Sr hoot
APPtYlnit to

•

pair program bugs).
F:quipment available I), appointment (call 1 -2506):
• HP color scanner for the PC platform
• OneScanner grey. scale scanner for the Mac platform
• Lasergraphics LFR slide maker for both platform.
•

S am - midnight
8 am -10 pen
10 am -10 pm
In am - midnight

Monday 'Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
,ringinters. Macintosh 1

& IBM Wit, with laser printing for holiday hours call 1 :•••/.1•

Memorial Union
Sunday - Fnday

opens at 10 am '50110..1,
& clones at midragto Friday
10 am- midnight

Saturday
('iiiiipaders: Macintosh Ilsi, IBM Atins. & DEC 45hs with laser printing

HP XL300 postscript color printer

Consultants arc on duty :

Slonday - Thuirstia

8 am - 9 pm
8 am - 9 pm
1-2506

Help is available by : Ptione
%%Mk-in
I-.-mail

"Hotim

Fogler Library

17 Shible4. Hall
CITHELP@NIAINE

124 Barrows Hall
Monday
Sunda,

Thursdas

5 pm
noon

Computers: Macintosh
with laser printing
•• Will he cloyed pennelicalh for pecial conferences and

midnight
midnight"

ceminar,

are math at the Orono campus as need requires!
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Seniors and Graduating Students
W'eliimse back to campus. As you begin your final year of
study, we invite sum to visit the Career Center, thirdfloor of
Chadbourne Half and utilize the mans cervices available to
sou Weare contriutted to providing quality . timely information
and resources on graduate school requirements and deadlines
career informanon, and job opportunities Although the
Career Center Job Search Workshops
econewny is still sornewhat sluggish, VON can significcuuty
Fall 1993
your chances of met-eyeful eimploynumt upon
increase
to
plan
you
that
workshops
the
for
time
ahead of
Maw opt
ism graduate school) by
attend Additional Viqwkihore will be announced to the Career graduation (or successful entry
working with the Career Center to I i „... Aar the skills
necessary Ao uncover jai openings. 2; marker Yourself
Resume Wettmg Mors
effectively, and 3) gain access to job listings in Alain" aria
i t pm
1.1t
Sept
Tues.,
across the country
2 15 pm
15
Sept
3.15 pm
16
Sept
Thurs.,
For those of you who are unfamiliar with the process, it is
2 15 pm
17
Sept
essential that 1001d register wish the Career Centerforplacement
S:15 poi
:tr,
Sept
Mon ,
services and that you Myra fume and effort to erplore the
3- 1 pm
21
Sept
Thes
mans options :hal are available. The information below LI
3:15 pm
22
Sept
Wed,
to help VOld get started on the process now
designed
pm
2.15
24
Sept
,
2.15 pm
30
Sept
Thurs.,
visit are undecided about wise career plans come ono
215 pm
5
Oct
ntes.,
with us We can help you assetA your skills and interest,
3.15 pen
6
Oct
Wed,
provide sios with resources to erplore a wide saner), ofcareer
options fat fading internships paying jobs in the .son-profit
Cemse/
Crean
lacatiris:
i.ffecure Interviewing
sector. and jobs at the rime, local. and national levels
pm
2,15
22
Sept
Wed,
215 pm
23
Sept
Thurs
We look forward to gethng to fans You and to being ofservice
3:15 pin
27
Sept
Mon.
315 pm
28
Sept
; to you during the coming year
PizPicia Coundwin
2.15 pm
16
Not
TLKS
pm
3.15
17
Not
,
Wed.,

your

( WIt7 LAMM
Wed..
Aura,.

aCCSIS*04: Canter Gnaw;
Sept 29 2 15 pm
Sept 30 11410 am

options

...74isfar)
amatire: Cavan ,
Job Search Soategies
Federal Job smellThan. Sept 30 3-15 pen
Camas Sur Orsowe slams Tam Ckr. 5 5.13 pin
Careers ix businaa Maims Wed. Oct6 215 pm
Seniors Offerod
Carzersfoe Mat! Majors Thurs, Oct 14 315 pm •Career CouniarEng & lob A.:stung
pen
3:15
3
New
Wed.
Majors
Careen Es Erighsh
•Compurenred Career Promstits
litalca-1 the iflait era lob Isai Mon., Nov. 292:15 pm
FOCUS Self enessment, and career guidance.
SIGN1 PLUS Sat assessment, occupation,
(Lemnos Afristsinal Limes
Graduate School
recommended career options and careen related
Appaynse to Gra.30ire `Mimi Turs Oct 19 3 15 pen
to mapon
NEWS Internanor.al and domestic job bank.
providesS.,.111.4‘..iy profiles on oreannanons hating
positions
CAREER NFT On line i0b hank listing over
2000 jobs, updated regularly
tented occur:tonai.
CHOICES Co
informational on 2400 educational institutions,
including graduate and professional schools
FOC,1S Federal arnsernmert came,infurrnation
Come tak to stad school semesentsrive shout programs it
negannand by major). agency informanon, and
BolasLair Staid Wotk Counsting Liticary/informixtioral
an interest inventory relate.° to goverrmem jobs
Me= Optometry
•Sell Het Career Lab
Angliging to Graduate School Workshop Tuesday,October 19 *Career Literature
3-15 pirn Memorial Unman
•Matne Mentor Program
•Resurne Critiques
•Internship listings
•Seminars & Wild3hOri
•Mock Interviews
•Special Programs
•On-Campus Intri•irws
•,(Nirrent lob Opens*,
career
about
Come talk to (Wet 20 company representatives
•Employer Literature
itermshirs,stammer Sibs. and was outlooks
•Gradrate & Professional School Informatann
All enesiorring -rodents and choke studern ormaidenott •Itesurri: Referrah
engineering as a mart art ent:ouragid toznend
*Cooperative Filucation/Fteki Fspenence

Mille Recruiting Consortium Bangor Intetyieveng Day
Kt:suf.:le dcailine. Tuesdas, October 19
A full day ofinterviews for liberal arts, science and business
p,..ituttes with mans employers from across New England,
Thursday,December9,1993 Ranger Ca-tic Center,Bangor,
Maine 9:00 am .4.30 pm Students must register with the
Career °niter and submit resumes for presaterung by
4-30 Tuesday, Ocurbice 19, 1993.
Participating Ckympania t as o19/7,'3):
Diu(
°aro Dols/Save f„:Nn prtisa
C V.S
Keane hsccipovared
Peop;'s Heritage Rank
siaribro C,orporstion
Lockheed Sanders
Ratio Shads Ikt cri Tandy
Eit
NO' rthweste-rn Menai Life !nsurance
Tile Upjohn Company-Saks
Portia:id lutersiewing Day: March 3, 1994
Jobs, Yobs Yobs
Csmrcnt Job listings
The CASVCS Centex has information (Al hundreds of jobs
that me flETI listed in our'mealy Ctever Bulletnis, We
listings with OVET 20 manor in:nem-us, and
eschew
we sabamilhe and neceire weekly/monthly joh stings
even
The Ityternimonal &Nice or
Maine Sunday Telegram
Humail Services Career Connection
The (Ironic-le or Hildie- Etincarkin
Earth Work
111,--.41.1ty RCS ,A
Opportunities in Public Affairs
National Busineas Employment N'eckly
Current jobs in Writing, Editing and i,',.-yrnmunications
The National .Arts Job Bank
'Me Job St eker- Jobs in Evirorunental Pnifesssora
Envinwerneiiial Opportinines
Northeast Athletics Job link
Bcnv Club of America
Community lobs Opportunities
Current lobs for Graduates Liberal Arts Profs-aims
Intematio.nal E.mployrnent Gazette

at the
Senior Job Placement Nights
Wed Sept 15
College of Businces Adminnitratton
Location 120 Lirde Hal Time 600 pm
College of Engineering and Technoiogy
Mors Sep, 6
College of Sciences
oration 120 Little Hall Time 600 pm
Conege of Arrs and Humanities &
Crillese ofSocial and Behavioral Science. Wed Sept 22
Location 110 little Hall —ime 000 pm
of Natural Resources &
I
Foresee} and Agriculture
Location. 110 little Hall

Career Center
Monday -Friday
third :floor, Chadbourne'Hall 581-1359 0•en 8-4,

ilsuirs Sept 23
Time 6 00 pm
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EditorialPa_gc
What those guys
Who painted "Maine"
on their chests did
over summer break

•Column

The irony oflife
---' Bonnie Simcock

pove ty cas ers
c••

Have you ever caught yourself casing or doing something
vu never thought you'd do' It's ironic how many times in
le a person will contradict themselves
Irony Is a interesting concept making sure you can ne% er
predict what is ill happen The events I'm writing about may

us
1
,
•
k5

he an extreme but irony is everywhere
The big shocker of my summer was. I got married. Now I have to admit, a year
46,
000
a0 01
.
.400
•••
• ' •vrn Iv an:
...epencience. tormini
4111411..
politan area Then, I met ms future husband
Ironicalls. friends of ours tried to 'sei us up' a year before hut the plans never
were put into action
M3N
Spanng all the personal details, we were engaged l's March To some it
wedding
%eon a hit quick hut for us it was only natural We finally decided on a
date of July fit 1994
I had always had ms mind set or, a long engagement The funny thing is ort-r
were .-ire about the commitment yve'd made. it %%as hard to ',s ,'tit We also
found a shorter engagement meant a less expensive wedding - less time for
elaboration It also meant less interference from well-meaning parents con-

living door signs

•Rape

Impkmentsense not rules
"May I hold your hand my dearr
"Yes."
"May 1 caress your face, my sweet?"

cerned with wedding plans -- less time to argue
NO% m mamed and live in the neighboring town to the one I grew up in and
is
wanted to get out of because it vs as co small My current town ot residence
halt the sire of ms hometossn Were here because of ms husbands lob as the

"May I kiss yam lips my lover
"Yes."
I initiate foreplay. my indepen"May
town manager
of the 9wr.
woman
chaos
the
from
dent
What's ironic about loing here is I really enros it It's removed
campus
on
day
hour
ten
a
of
end
the
at
of
enough
what did you have in
had
exactly
I've
"Well,
which
life
student
of
Even more important to me is having the network of famils and fnends near us At
first I was afraid using so close to my riarrnts would he a constant challenge I've
come to the realiration. without the support of my family. life wouldn't he the
same
One last irons is hos% excited yve were to get a washing machine as a wedding
gift No more laundromats Es er since it was delivered, we se had A shortage of
water and sometimes hase gone days is ithout a drop. We haven t even heen able
to run a load through the machine
As my life has changed. so have my priorities I still snipe independence and
my career hut [Jaffe are other things as important Happiness has to he seired
You can't he passive and let people or things slip by Success, for me, will never
he measured hv population numbers ot the town I live in or how much money I
make All these cliches I've found to he true.
Perhaps this is ill he read as a rambling personal anecdote with which case I
can't argue More, it chows over your college years and beyond You will change.
sometimes dramatically You may not he able to predict the direction of change
You certainls can't predict what experiences you'll have You can take an active
part in deciding your future hut you never know exactly what's ahead
To J-1 never _forget to give credit where it's due Thanks for ideas and
inspiration
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mindr
The above conversation has nothing to
do with the polite chivalry of days gone hy
Ifs more likels the comma:ion hetween
two students who don't want to risk being
expelled.
In a small college of 711) grader*. m
Ohio the pmblem of date rape has lead to a
new school pobcy requiring verbal consent
for every step in a nynantic relationship frog n kissing to sex
The policy at Antioch College reads
"N'eitral oinsent should he obtained with
each level of physical and/or sexual ointao

or conduct in any given interaction, regardlessofwhoinitiates it. Asking.'Do you want
to have sex with mey is no( enough. The
request for consent must he specified for
each act."
The point of.the policy- is to make clear
to the students the lines in physical relationships The awimption is that dale rape won't
happen if the lines of communication air
open_ If a student violates the code and is
acomid of sexual offenses, that student can
he removed from canpus within 24 hours.
What the policydoesn t takea-alum for
is that a rapist isn't going to ask for consent
or stop it someone says "No.'. A traith
dose ofeducation au(date rape and what
constitute for good conanumcation would
do more good. If anything, the policy only
reaffirms that date rape often becomes one
person's word against another's
The 1.'nivcrs,x of Maine's awairnms
weekisa hetto idea than simply irripiernent
trig an official policy position , DIP)

•Student Senate elections

The ballot box needs you
In the upcoming weeks we will unckaihtedly he bombarded with information
about elections for Student Senate Before
it all becomes a bit too overwhelming and
we all tune out we would like to remind
you to get ci t there and vote
In the past. things have been far less than
healthful for those involved in student elections Well actual!'.thYronunting the.ballots
haven't had too many votesincount and even
though that migh vein like a good thing for
ttrrn. in reality it is noi In fact it rs distressing
and chscnuraging those involved
We need In throw those involved in
student government that we our ahnut
why direononthis univerityisgoingin and the
only ws to& that is to get ou and vole.
It is important to have peopk who car
alvaa yotuconcerns and needs representing
you in student government Become 01-

formed about those nuining Perhaps you
would even like to gel involved yourself h
can he done and perhaps should he done in
the interest ot thts university and yo"
It is important not to tune out but rather
tune in to what is happening on this CarllitP,
so that students don't pay the pnce.
for things to come
Thew ik milky)intnita crwrerah itr
Student Senate meeting which war. purport,
to he held last nigh for one mem,and one
realinn only not enough senatos weir in
anenrkince W'hat's up with that'
We need a senate which will kareeniugh
gathersortherinairry outtherbforwhich
they woeektind We need toknow ourYtnak
will 1r their for the students in a tint- dived
Re prepared to vote Re rwerarrd to let veur
wycehe frard Raw-ally . tog he IIM
1)

Al

it

991
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Family and Friends
Weekend
September 17, 18, 19

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEME3ER is
d
Maine Outing Club • A general meetima for all who are intereste

chapel. Memorial
Campus Bible litudy• Every Thursday •3rd floor
p.m.
("5:00
•
Union

Center•One dollar
A Teets of Home 4 home ,:.00ked meal at the Wilson
All
welcome
•
are
p.m
donation • 5:30-.5:30

An Evening of Sall
Huddled M
Puma (Wor
•7:00 p.m.
and Sexual
10:00 p.m.
Lobby•Fre
rape crisis

vegetarian meals are
Soup Kitchen • Tofu! vegetable Stir-fry•Nightly
All you
served with naiad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices •
Yankee, Memorial
car eat for $425•5:00 -630 p.m.•Damn
Lin or

Lactunt *Glinipe•
Graff,c1 of
Vermont•
Arts• For

with
Not at the Mall Film 901100•Like Water for Chocolate•Spaninh
$1
•
p.m.
9:30
and
English subtities. • Hauck ALditorium •7
admission.

Movie:'Lost in Yo
506 adrnts

•800 p.m.• Damn Yankee.
r Mountain Caere • Second meeting of the year• All are
Neck
Memorial Union.
We „orne•6:30 p.m.•Peabody Lounge,
Memorial
Bible Study tiAth the four campus ministers•1912 Room,
y.
Wednesda
union •1215 -1:00 p.m.• Every
with
Soup Kitchen • Failafels• Nightly vegeiariar meals are served
can eat for
you
All
•
juices.
and
tea
coffee,
yogurt,
fruit,
salad,
•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

•4:00 p.m.• Newman
Memorial Servic• for Reverend Elizabeth Morrie
Center

expanded..The Center now offers:
Memorial Union Information/Reservation Center services have beer
• •szaaernic Schesluies
• 9Lie Schedules
• Campus Publications
• Dart•oom ralleee ($10.00 per semeete-'
• Equip...yrs risme( tape, screwier-is, stariene. etL.
, X pr- oaae,
•ca. Czete
•
Aancius in4oematior and Local Area information
:
•
•,..oest she roUnd
campus and U.S. mail
• mai. )rop -

•and more
- 0 p.m. or cal
Stop by between the hou-e ce 150)-43
5eil-1731

Reorrationa Sports f‘indea clot that promotes off-road narna an.;
racing, as wel as maintaining
the

t",034
a!

relationship betweer bikers and

Community. The group, which

was orgariZed

three

veik'S adc or. the University of Maine Campus. is oresently

"%wina

new directions. Says President Rick Noyes,

"we're 0ot-in° for net* rrierlbers. we lOve nen igeat -anti (se) Wart
in many
nev. nefina biLigidieS.-he Bieck Bear MOuntair Bikers tnke part
60Clait
actes throughout the coarse of the year. Beyond afternoon

at 4
with the Maine Outing Club, /Ina 4aily trail males (which organize

p.m at the Burnstock 'teld'. the bikers take part and pier ovemert

Friciay

p
&:00
9:00 a.m.-400 p
207 Dona
pa-tic'pate
3:00 p.m. Aatuaci
Laughlin.
ar
3:00 p.m.
Professor ,

Pulp

Black f3ear Moutairt Bikers
The Black Bear Mountain (Nice

Maine Outing Out
moreir.Forr

• Maaazines, newsnapers and gainer on loan
• rhoworse- aril - flange
rooms., banners space or teak.
•-eisenations frii•
boara Jana.
• neletioard and
•teiephone books
,campy& local. Mai le and Ne.e. Eraiirus areas
•Locket.(for 'elected camp,* event&

Where it's At...
Feature Organization
is a Comprehensive Fee Fund and

FRI

THJR5PAY, SEPTEMBER 16

niking trips to Acadia National Park. National Off Road Bicycling

3:50 p.m. Huosoi
With Joao
Harris. In

Association (NORBA races and repair clinics. This Saturday,
September 18th, the Black Bear Mountain Bikers will holding and
taking

part r

E challenging on-campus NORSA race. The

race also offers a chance to wir some great prizes SOW meet
some 'friendly, harry peopie"
interested ir

ionino the bac Bear Mounter" Bikers,

you should know tha the 'fifty or

so- members re very eager for you

to join them ana 1-.ave a good time Weekly meeting's are held
Wednesdays at. 6::.2.3 p.m Tornarte meeting is in the Peatoody LOunees
but future "leetinae will t'Pe held 1r the Lowr, Rooms For further
informator„ Or aluestiorts, please cell Rica. Noyes at 581-7989.

Saturday

9:00 a.m. ACE R
Academic
faculty. N
10:00 a.ni.-1:00
Studer::
arid dispu
10:00 a.m.-100
Mali
10:00 a.m.-100

10:00 am -BOO
1-louse, Mi
1100 a.rn Oper
100-2:00 p.m
Cangetes
2:30 p.m. errisio

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
An Evening of Baikal, Music and International Folk Dancing •featunria
Huddled Masses Orchestra, Liberty balaialka Ensembie , &vista
Puma (Women Singers.), and Dar Harbor Folk Orchestra
•7:00 p.m.- a presentation by the members of the UM Rape
and Sexual Assault Awarenes Program Committee•8:00 10:00 p.m. Folk Dancing with instruction.•Wells Lounge and
Lobby•Free Admission • Donation will be accepted to benefit
rape crisis services in the former Yugoslavia.
LectunK 'Glimpses of the Supernatural The Ancient Maya and the
Graffiti of Mar• A lecture by William A. Havilarid, University of
Vermont•3:30 p.m.• Bothwell Dining Area • Maine Center for the
Arts•For more information: 581-1901.
Moric'Lost in Yonicens" Hauck Auditorium •630 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
504 admission with UM student ID.
Maine Outing Club• Afternoon Canoeing on the Stillwater River• For
more information call 551-HIKE.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

la

j•

are

Garners Guild •6:00 p.m.• Sutt.or Lcurii3e • E.s.er)F

Vocal Group 'J.Q. and the Bandits"• hiauck Auditorium •8 p.m.•$1.00
at the door
Maine Outing Club • Camp out on Pickerel Pond •For more information
:all 581-HIKE.
black Dear Mountain Bikers• NORBA (Nation& Off Road Bicycling
Association) bike race or campus•For more information 5817989.
University of Maine Neck bear's Football vs, Massachusetts. •Free
with UM student ID and sports pass•Call 581-BEAR for more
information.
Stars of American Ballet•"Featuring the talents of Amencis finest
dancers in new and standard dance repertoire"• Maine Center
for the Arts•8:00 p.m.•For ticket information call 581-1755.

Family and Friends Weckend
September 17, 18, 19
Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Open Classroom Day.
9:00 a.m.-4-DO p.m. Financial Decision Support System Lab. Room
207 Donald P Corbett Hall. This lab enables 5tu4etits to
participate in a stimulated trade market, via satellite.
3:00 p.m. Aquaculture at UMaine. In the Fare Duildirig,. With Mike
Laughlin. Graduate Student- presenter.
3:00 p.m. Pulp and Paper Making Demonstration, Jenne55 Hall. With
Professor of Pulp and Paper Technology, Joseph M. Genco.
5:50 p.m. Hudson Museum Lecture,'Good to Eat: Food Preferences.
With distinguished arid controversial anthropologist, Marvin
Harris In the Bothwell Lounge.
and
IC

neet

es,
Ycx,

Ift•

Saturday
9:00 a.m. ACE Reception. A ref.:ft:ion for families of students 'r the
Academic arid Career Exploration Program with ACE staff and
facutty. North/South Bangor Lounges, Memorial Union.
,
p.m. Organizational Fa!,- or the mall. Univetmit)
a.m.-1:00
10:00
tions
demonstra
Student oraanizations with activities, musi:,,
aria displays.
10:00 a.rn.-100 prn. ArciliteOlOgy Along the Penobscot River. or the
Mall.
10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Bus transportation to Hirundo sirith tour guided
try. Olive. - Lakouche. Meet at booth on the mall.
10:00 seen.-500 p.m. Antique. Collectible, arid Craft Market. Field
House, Memorial Gymnasium. $1.00 at the door
11:00 a.m. Open House at Roger Clapp Greenhouses.
Located off
1:00-2.100 p.m Lyie E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Garden.
Rani/jetty oad.
230 p.m. PreSiGiert'S Welcome. Halftime greeting. Alumni Feld.

3:00 p.m. A.).-3.7utture. See Friday at 3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. Anything Goes Float on the Stillwater. Steam Plant parking
lot for viewing

Suriday
10:00 a.m.-500 p.m Antique. Collectible. aria Craft Market. Fie0
House. Merman* C..--yrrinasiurn $1.00 at the door.

Throughout the Weekend
•The University of Maine Bookstore open •Friday: 8:00 a.m.-430
p.m.•Saturday 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.•Sunday 10:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m.
•The University of Maine Museum of Art presents•Judith Goldstein's
"Crossing Lines" in Carnegie Hall •-.)nivard Art- in the Hole in
the Wall Gallery ML •"American Vision in the Graphics Gallery,
Mu •'Costume and Set Design" in the Hauck Gallery, MU
•Friday. 8:00 a.m.-430 p.m.•Saturday. 8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
F
•Sunday 8:00
n.a- and hateve American
Pre-Colurr
featunria
ehuason Museum
Arts.•Friday: .900 a.m.-4:30
the
for
Center
Maine
Collection.
a.m.p.m.•Saturday 900 a.m. -3:00 p.m.•f:+unday. 11:00
‘-.2r2 r.n^
aria Home Museum. The oldest aanc,ultural structure on
-ras now rioJses s 'ascirurtind dispia of artifacts depicting
'Ae •Friday. Saturday arid Sunday, 9:00a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Saturday.1030
• L'A '`'"••••,•43 at the ndiLa.e Pbo, Memorial 'Gym.
p.m.-5:00 p.m.
2.'in
Sunday.
and
Saturday
..)0 p.m. and
a$3.30'person.
*Public Skating at the aktfond Arena. Saturday arid Sunday.200
p.m.-400 p.m. $3.00;person.

•

The Maine Canlp:,,

•Can we tall
Fall Groups at Cutier riez,ith Center
of Student
. ••
"rr r r-e groups are -:
iensity of Ma,r e For more irtforrrii: on about these
ffairs,
,iroups. or to sign up (space

as

limited, call cart)call the

Counseling Center at 581-1392 or 581-4021.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
ne.2 :71, :per

Coffee House • *nth Ellis Pa .. •
Me-

3

Union •

_

• •

Lounge.

•

Worship and Celebration•followed try a light supper•Open to all
• Alison Center•500 p.m.• Every Sunday.
Jniversit) of Maine Mane Soccer vs. f3oston University•1:00 p.m.
- 14 mirth or oisers.!
-tic14
University of Maine Wornime Soccer vs. Harvard •330 p.m.
• Athietic field north of baseball field.
Not at the Mall Pam Serbs•Posse•the untold story of the wild ivest
t -ditonum•7and O0p.m.•$1 admission.
•

MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 20

General Therapy
Group 1 with Doug Johnson and Sandy Samo
Wednesdays 5:30 - 7-00 p.m.
Group 2 with Doug Jolson and MC416611 Chase
Tuesdays 5:30- 700
"con/Sews:a! Abuse Sunepeors Group
with Apn' C.Mburn
Mondays 7-00 - 4-30 p.m.
Women's Group
writ' Maxene Doty
3:30 - 500 p.m.
¶
Survione Rape
wry 5nd,5arro
- .5-00 p.m.
Mondays
Food As Symbol(Dulknia)
•Atei Mumma Doty
'Muted"),3:30 - 5)Opiit
Mind. Food. and body
with Afra Coaturn an/ Sanity Muroaka
Wednesdays 3700 - 4-30
Chronic Armes Support
Wirth Apri Colour,' and Debbie McMahon
Thursdays 3:00 - 4-0C p.m
Chikiren of Alcoholce
.40 RJct Rocha anti bob Hansen
Thursdays 3-30 -5:00 p.m.

MIAMI (API --woman charged wit]
German tourist as hi
from the nrport said
friend told her the
The mothers of P
her boyfriend. Recu
were guests Monday
tees show. Jones.
Hudson. 19, are ctu
gree murder in Wed
Raket
Polvm bay Jones 1
ir Rekehrand in tho
fused to -doe his rem
*i buJuping tam 1:t
has admitted driving
,h
'
Vera Hood sal
that Wiggins told he
the rental car stris
him. Police said the
to rob Rakehrand aft
And she said 1
And he said 'No. th
gun. 'cause we ain't
point it at him and I

•Fishy finding

Rare wlbe exam,

Soup Kitchen • Lentil Soup• Nightly vegetarian meals are served viith
salad,fruit. yogurt, coffee, tea and juices.• All ycx, can eat for
$4.25•500- 6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMt3ER 21

Moth(
tourist

Looking to get the word out?!?
The Crier will help you for free!

Yeomen in the Curriculum Program • Fall 1993 Lunch 5enes
•'Transforming the Curriculum or What I Did on My Summer
'acation-•with Kristin Langelleir( Moderator). Associate
Professor of Speech Communication •CAW Bosse, Lab
Technician, Maine State Soil 'resume Lab•Joanne r5orton.
Ass.s:art Professor. Onward Program • Andrea Harates.
Graa-ate Student in History•Rhea Cote Robbins,
CornmJnications Coordinator. Centre Franco-Americain
•Kathryn Slott, Associate Professor of French •12:15 p.m.1-30 Pr.•elingor Lounge. memorial Union•For more information
:all 581-1229

CAMDEN. Maine
of a ram whale that rrc
on a Maine Island has 1
enlists at the Smithson'
A True' *sited
world's rarest whales.
CATTIC to rest on Curtis
ago Its organs have EN
Mead at the Smithson
ered one of tbe world's
the whale
When Dee Dee Cone
CUrtlt Island Lighthisis,
come ashore she thougl
dolphin that was trsing
Sc Conover talked 1
words would soothe th
Instead. its tail flip
blood poured onto the
moaned and died

Soup Kitchen • Lasagna • Night's( vegetarian meais are served WV', salad,
1., yogurt, coffee, tea and Juices.• All you can eat for $4.25
- 0 p.m.•Damn Yarkee. Memorial Union.
•5:00-63

SESI;

new I

The Campus Cher is a service provided by ASAP Media Se.^.' f.es to students at the University of Maine. it is a
: 3, and spiritual programs. It offers free liSting5
student-run caleroar i!st.irto nformation CM artistic, co
going on, tai.e advantage of our seres!
SC
have
for ail student-related events and activities. tf you
of
the event. Also attach your
ifier"..%e the date :-ne, place. CO5t (rf any), old a short descry..
Send all SUilInlitkei0115 or questions in the direction of Kim Roberts,
c -ozatiOn's 3^1C aria
Chadbourne Hall or cail at 561-4359. The deadline is the Friday before
16
Crier,
Campus
The
Coordinator,
the listings appear.

If
an
in Stuck
will be

Any(

..-ramiaraimerlatellattlalliiiimaartainumoup,asymi.
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•Payroll problems

•Can we talk")

Mothers ofsuspects in
tourist killing on talk show
MIAMI ; kl'i --- The roomer of the run to the side of the oad,' • • Hood said
woman charged with fatally shooting
The studio audience groaned, and there
German tourist as he drove a rental car were disbelieving shouts of No. no. on"
Galley Hazethurst, Wiggins' mother.
from the airport said her daughter' • boy said her son confessed to her hours after
friend told her the gun wasn't lorded.
The mothers of Patsy Jones. 20, and the killing.
"I looked at him and I said: "Rem,
her boyfriend, Recondall Vl'iggins 19.
were guests Monday on the Oprah Win- you know you was wrong." Hazelhurst
frey show. Jones, Wiggins and Alvan said.
Winfrey inter.upted "All around
Hudson, 19 are charged with first-degree murder in W ednesday's killing of Amencit I'm cure people are stunned by
the reactimi Your son says: Tot responUwe- Wilhelm Rake brand
Police say Jones has admitted shoot- sible for's mmda.I'm the one who killed
teas Rakehrand in the neck wnen tie resummed to parao.
m- r
fused to ;top his tental ow for a )-az that
was bad-twang tam toitu tatural. Wiggins I'm supposed to tie the rapport for him,
has admihed driving the van. police said. Or'I'm supposed lobe strog f.--4 him."
Vera Hood stir' her daughter told her Hare1hurst responded. She said she told
that Wiggins told her to aim the gun at he son ti nun filmset( in. and he agreed.
The three suspect! also *ere shar:ed
the =gal ear driver in order to scare
him. Police said the assailants planned Sunday with armed robbery and carjacking in an attack on a Chicago businessto rob Rakebrand after he pulled over
"And she said. • Is this gun loaded" man the day before Rakebrand's slaying.
And he said: 'No. the safety's on on the Jones also was charged with attempted
gun.'cause we ain't going to shoot Just murder,said police spokesman Dave Magpoint it at him and pull co ii. and he'll nusson

•Fishy finding

Rare whale found in Maine to
be examined at Smithsonian
the remains
CAMDEN. Maine API
of a rare whale that recently beached itself
on a Maine Island has been shipped to SCIenusts at the Smithsonian Institution
A True•s (leaked whale. one of the
world's rarest whales died shortly after it
came to rest on Curtis island A few weeks
ago Its organs have gone to DT James A
Mead at the Smithsonian. who is consideresi one of the world's foremost experts on
the whale
When Dee Dee Conoser, a caretaker at the
Curtis Island Lighthouse, watched the whale
crane ashore she thought it was a large. sick
dolphin thai was try mg to talk to her
So Conover talked back hoping that her
words would soothe the animal
Instead. its tail flipped hack and forth.
blood poured onto the rocks and the whale
moaned and died

the tail lust •'''pped and Ma! ...is It,
she said
A crew from Allied Whale, a whale re
search group at the College of the Atlantis
hauled the Ft-foot-long whale away on a
boat trailer An autopsy resealed the whale
was a sexually immature female hut 1.,q11,'
not pinpoint the cause of death
Three beaked whales base been tours-:
stranded between New foundland and Cape
Cod A total of sixteen have been found in
North America and six In Europe The
whales base also been found on the South
Afocan coast
The last Maine sighting V.a, in rail,
Wells Beach
"For people around here. it s a 'rice -in
a -lifetime vightinF.- ,,a,d Tom Fernald at
Col ege of the Atlantic "Most whale re
searchers base nes er seen this animal"

New — Q111-I
SENIOR COUNCIL is looking for 16
new members and 4 Junior Representatives.
lf you are Cljunior of senior standing
and are iraerecred, sign up with Carol
in Student Activities Sept 15 - Sept 24. Ek-ctions
will be held die week of Sept 27 in the unim
and Winrcr, will be contacted.

Lawmakers, police
clash over pay scales
MONTPELIER. Vt IAP, - Vermont
law makers have said their state's police force
has too many highly-paid officers, more then
in Maine and New Harry/shire Vermont pothe
ke believe it's the other way around
state force is •'bottom-light.'• not to)" heas
Sen John Carroll and Rep Michael Obuchowski, both chairmen of then respective
chambers' Appropriations Committee. would
like a management and performance audit
for the Vermont State MILT They have also
urged Go'. Howard Dean to replace the head
of that department. Public Safety Commissioner lime- W •• s •
But +A anon and state Police U Col Robert Horton said the agency is not top-heavy
They said the department has squeezed all
the fat out of the budge( — new vehicles
have not been purchased, overtone has been
curbed and positions left vacant
'• It's not that we're top-heavy We're bit torn light:. said Horton
User the past year, police officials have
argued their budget held steady while the
workload increased, troopers arc dosing aging cruisers and tight budgets limit patrols
Carroll and Obuchowski said they were
comeilied that Vermont State Police may
have too many highly paid top officers and
too few troopers 011 the road
In Vermont.shout I percent ,st the torte
is comprised of lieutenants. captains and ma-

,in NI,me 15 percent of the for,..,
%Oil
includes officers of those ranks
In New Hampsh. ire. captains, lieutenants
and majors constitute about 9 percent of state
police
Although Maine Is shoo of troopers. when
the state's budget crisis hit a few years ago.
the upper ranks were affected. said Gary
Mather. personnel officer with the Maine
Slate Police.
"We've been hit very hard with budget
cuts." Mather said "But if you take or
the mad (troopers). the services we provide
are cut very drarnaticalls So we took some
off the top"
Carroll said Vermont lawmakers have approved the department's budget requests. including a supplemental request to cover shortfall needed for pay increases
"The Ger.eral Assernhly was more lenient and kind to Commissioner Walton than
we were to any other administrator in qatt•
gosemment" Carroll said "As soon as we
signed off on his budget the commissioner
was bleating how he didn't have enough
money
"If I were gosernor. I'd be outraged."
Carroll said
Walton said he has examined every line
item of his budget in an effort to find further
savings He said Carnal's comments are"unarranted and not sustainable with the facts."

y

YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND
The Twenty-Fourth Annual
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEND
Families and fnends of the University can choose from
a wide sanely of programs including:
-Organizational Fair on the Mall
-President's Welcome and UMaine Football game withMacsachusens
-Maine Center for the Arts performance of "STARS OF AMERICAN
BALLET'
-Roger Clapp Greenhouse & other Open Houses Around Campus
-The Hudson Museum's "PRE-COLUMBIAN & NATIVE
AMERICAN COLLECTIONS"
Antique. Collectible, & Craft Market in the Field House
- "CROSSING LINES."'THE MODERN ART OF THE PRINTS."
"ONWARD ART.""AMERICAN VISION" and "COST1'ME AND SET
DESIGN" by the Museum of Art
-Page Farm & Home Museum Open House
-('Maine Vs Boston Unisersit - Men's Soccer and ('Maine ss Har‘ard
- Women's Soccer Matches -"J(,) AND THE BANDITS, in theHauck
Auditonum & Ellis Paul in the Peabody Lounge
-Lobster Feast Sponsored t3 Campus Lis ing Music featunng "LOST IN
YONKERS"
-Athletic Mementos & Memorabilia Past & Present. Aquaculture at U
Maine. Pulp & Paper Making. Financial Decision Support System Lab. Creating a Character for the Stage with Makeup. Dance Company Exhibition,
Archaeology Along the Penobscot. Alternative HorneHeating Arrangement.
Ecological Display, Telescopic Viewing of Sunspots. Steam Calliope Demonstrations and Displays
-Anything Goes Float on the St,Ilaater
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge and Isle L Littlefield Trial Ornamental Gar
den Tours
-Public Skating and Swimming

For SPECIFIC DETAILS about the programs. contact Student Activ ones & Organizations. Mernoric Union 581-1793,

Any Questions; Call Kim at 866-4215.

PLAN TO BE PART OF A SPECIAL U MAINE
TRADITION YOU'LL LONG REMEMBER

The Maine Campus. Wednesday.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Sensitive and concerned with the needs of
those you love; you must take special care
to insure that your own needs don't get
permanently relegated to second place!
You're so good at taking care of others that
you often neglect yourself' Finance is the
one area where this tendency does not apply Your undeniable skill with money is
closely connected with your love of home
and family.
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by 3id Watterson
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For Wednesday, September 15

ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Stick •
your origmel plans and let others edit,their schedule to yours for a switch. Pot
your foot down!
- May 20). Time
TAURUS (Apr:.
and experience have matured you. expanding your opinions and your outlook An
open mind is free to grow and develop in
different ways.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20/: You
need a private refuge you can escape to
when the world starts to crowd in on you
Quiet observation of others is especially
productive

Calvin am Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Declare
your indifference to the pressures that others try to manipulate you with this afternoon Concentrate on personal needs

The Maine Camp
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For Thursday,
IF TODAY IS'
There is a strong en
present in your chart
you'intellect and con
and are a born teache
cultures can take yo
cant places in the cot
el is often combined
ARIES (March ;
again, unusual clever
with the chance to
ative idzas. Let your i
TAURUS (April
need to properly at
your past could force
travel plans This hal
or travel anyway

GEMINI (May
opposition of the S]
Neptune presents a v
I. t ..t to exploit )
Accept a risk.

t'ANCER (June
thing that comes to
pact puts a strain on
l)eal with this prohle
*hind you

LEO (July 13 - A
of the Sun ss I th
threatens to scrap •
Quick thinkt.t.
Ili improvise

lion

LF() IJuly 23 - Aug. 22): A friend's
financial problems are the result of trying
to maintain a lifestyle far beyond what he
can afford! Offer your advice, hang on to
your money'

(Aug. 2.
friendship with
posite sex could take
mantic turn This mN

tonic

L.144:te. Ar
or ••••••••••.. or ..•••••••

VIRGO(Msg.23- Sept. 22): A sudden
and intense romantic episode is not a solid
foundation for long term love The passion
ends abruptly, the attraction quickly fades
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LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct 22): A thou
sand minor chores clamor for your wen
twin at home. but these aren't your responsibility alone Ciet family members to pitch
in their fair share_

by Bill Amend
1
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tc...Ikect

1 fe,
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rnerok!

SCORPIO (Oct.
choose to post]
the opposition of th
Neptune brings inev
minute cancellations
may

SCORPIO ((let. 23 • Nov. 21): Set
work and responsibility aside to focus on
giving expression to the creative side of
your personality Artistic pursuits are highly favored.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec_ 21):
The worst people often give the best advice An acquaintance can offer their ripenence with twth sides of life, good and had.
Why repeat their mistakes?

FoxTrot

LIBRA (Sept.. LI
.hanges rock your !
]ipposes Uranus ant
action opens your e
possibilities

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22- Jan. 19): You
know what's bothering a loved one, and
just how to fix it! Call a truce. apologire if
you must A link cuddling gnec a long
way'
AQARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 10): Treat
older relative's suggestions and advice
as guidelines rather than demands and you'll
both he happie- Build i.o her espenence
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): There
reset seems to he enough time to do the
things N.X1 really want it, do flit st, ay out of
Solifis to make the time for ytiurself rioNt

SAGITTARIUS
Finding a wotkable
important than gent
Verbal confrontation
]! lasting value

CAPRICORN(I
opposition of the S
Neptune has you sti
A decision is called
begin a new chapter

AQARIUS Clan
],pportunity to ad
should not be alio!
Reconcile you diffe
'oil care for

PISCES (Firt.. 1
opposition of the 5
Neptune brings you
log point in your Ii
instincts and don't
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:

s of

There is a strong emphasis on education

cart

present in your chart You love to expand

get

yow intellect and communicate your ideas.

ace!

and are a born teacher' A love of different

that

cultures can take you to strange and (Ls-

the

tant places in the course of your life. Tray-

tap-

Dooncsbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury

Bst

is often combined with study.

is

OlTe

ARIES (March 21 - April 111): Once
again, unusual developments provide you
with the chance to implement your erratic:- id.:as Let putt imagination run wild'

TAURUS (April 29 - May IA):

The

need to properly address a matter from
your past could force you to cancel recent

rant

travel plans This happens to be a had day

and -

.,-r :ra% el anyway

op in

GEMINI (May 21 - Jose 20):

CARRY TRUDEAU
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opposition of the Sun with Uranus and
Neptune presents a window of opportuniYou
pe to

to exploit It. you must be willing to

ty. t

accept a risk

you

cially

CANCER June 21 - July 22): Something that comes to light regarding your
pact puts a strain on a close relationship

!clan-

Deal with this problem directly and put it

loth-

behind

you

after-

LEO(July 23 - Aug. 22): The opposiSun with Uranus and Neptune
ongoing project'
threatens to scrap a
Quick thinkL4 ).) i ' .ve the day. he read)
to improvise.

New York Times Daily Crossword

tion of the

rod's

351 or

ACROSS
Taken
(Surprtseril

on to

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 221: A

pia-

inflIC fnendchip with a member of the opuciden
solid

posite

sex could

take an unmistakably ro-

mantic turn This might be the one'

as'ion
fades

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 221: Sudden
changes rock your world when the Sun

thou

opposes Uranus and Neptune! Decisive

atten

action opens your eyes to exciting new

rspon

possibilities.

)pitch
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

You

-nay choose to postpone travel plans. as

1: Set
cus on
iide of
c high-

the opposition of the Sun to Uranus and
Neptune brings inevitable delays and last
minute cancellations

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
e.. 21):
est adexpeN1 had

Finding a wo.table compromise is more
important than getting in the last word'
Verbal confrontations accomplish nothing
of lasting value

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jun. 19): The
opposition of the Sun with Uranus and

I): You
anc
)gire it
a long

Neptune has you standing at a crossroad
A decision is called for You're ready to
begin a new chapter in your life'

AQARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 111):
: Treat
advice
Li you'll
cnence
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone 1-900-420

5656 (756 each minute)

Personal Astrolo0 Consultations by Telephone
Call 1400-71W-30S3 to talk I-on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work. money. career.
relationships, family
Not a tape or computer message Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening at a cost of 12 99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older Call
today — 1-900-796-3034.
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Panel

from page I

helps sictims through the entire process.
The first step. Mitchell said. is to gather
es Orme and make sure the s ictim receis es
proper medical attention Then, an initial
report is made the following day. allowing
the % ictint a chance to let the sictim rest and
come hack fresh. The report is also forwarded to the distnct attorney's office if prosecution is desired, she said.
Should prosecution he desired.Sharon Silemian- Iluniels of the district attorney's offi,e w probably handle the case She saidshe
handles roughly 98 percent of rape cases.
Atter the report is receis ed. the victim Is
sent to a women's advocate who talks to the
victim Next, an inters iew with is arranged
with Silvennan-Humels -to give the \ umm
an aiea of what they 're up against," she said
Since rape cases are hard to prove.Silverman-HUITels said she also charges assailants
Aid) assault sit dim
ular rape case is w

Enrollment
Herr:kin attributes the leveling-off to two
years of large graduating classes
"Int 441-92 we had 2.400 graduates and
in 1992-93 we had 2.600 so we are not
replacing the graduates with an equal number of first year students' Henckler said
"We are increasing the number of graduate
student because we are charged with the
responsibility of being the graduate campus
ersity of Maine system "
of the I.
The decrease in overall ennAlment is seen
as a posiuse direction by Exetuuse Assistant
to the President Robert Whelan

Ar

The
Incoming
Class

"Everyone should irport- she said."Even
if we can't do something, something can still
he done"
Another option is the student conduct
code Bill Kennedy, director of the
affairs office on campus. said cases can also
he sent to his office without fear of doubie
.eopardy since rape and sCRUal assault '.iolate
student conduct code
His office, after receis mg a case, will
adjudicate a case within seven days In
another ses en days.the student conductcode
composed of students, faculty and staff, may
hear the cace and decide whether to uphold
thecase. Suspensions and dismissals are then
sent to the president's office for rei,lew
"All of us ads orate for students,although
sometimes it appears in our office we advocate for the universits.- Kenneds said
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&wit page I
"A smaller student body will relieve
some of the class sections which will he a
benefit to students,- Whelan said
The first-year class consists of 17 high
school saledictonans. 18 salutatonaris and
three National Merit Finalists Henck ler said
it is challenge to attract top students because in New England there is a decreasing
number of high school graduates and strong
competition for those students on the part of
private and public institutions
"I think with the increased emphasis on
quality within the institution, the trimming

September 15th
through
October24th
8:00 - 4:30

of certain acasienii, programs, tightening of
the standards for admission and also looking
at high school prerequisites and increasing
what you need to take in order to get in, that
will assist us in leading toward students who
are bettet qualified," Henckler said
To entice academically qualified students to I.TMaine. 249 students in the top 20
percent of their high school class received
First-Year Academic Recognition Awards
of S2,000 arid S1,000 respectively. Fortythree percent of first-year students currently
enrolled in four-year programs ranked in the

Lkc m

The Maine Cainpii

top 20 percent of their high school class.'
In the incoming class. approximately 80
percent of the students are Maine residents.
Overall student make-up consists of students from 26 states which is up from 24 last
year. In addition. 25 foreign countries air
represented by 55 students which is a substantial increase from a previous foreign
student enrollment of 16
"I feel it gives students a good feeling of
reassurance to come to a comprehensive
unis MI(\ because of the variety of academic offerings and the quality.- Henckler said
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• Dig uncovers a musical treasure in Headspins

AIISForum
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scene r!
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• Campus rape and feminism examined in Bookshelf
• New look coming to the Arts section- we need it

Crossing

Ethnic contact develops through art

three communities. The mutual histories it
these Maine people are documented by religious,economic and social differences from
Given the signing of a peace agreement the 1880s to the 1960s.
"In probing new aspects of Maine's hisbetween Palestine and Israel and that gosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, iv tomor- tory, one finds the communal aspirations of
row,an exhibit that examines ethnic contact the Gentiles and immigrant Jews diverging
In the nciar future:
currently on display at the Maine Museum and then fusing together in unusual
Rape," with grief
Film: "C<ar,pus
patterns.. There is, however, an intriguing
of An is particularly timely.
dismission facilitated by Sandy San%
"Me exhibit, based on the book -Cross- local aura which derives distinctly from This group photo is typical of the
in 'crossing !ines".
Counseling Center, Cutler Malt Cuba
ing Lines: Histori of Jews and Gentiles in Maine's special history,culture,and myths," people explored
(Courtesy photo.)
IrRar324 Three Comm
.
,
Moore Desert '...-;oldstein writes in the introduction to
•
include a photograph of bar.
.-issing Lines"
...Am' Judith
Island and C
Sept 15, oailior Lour.;:o. toe.
Although the exhibit derives most of of 1911, which burned 385 buildings; tarn(kilt:stein, will be on lisp y in Carnegie
Filet "Like Water for ChorolaieV! Hall until Fnday.
its themes from Goldstein's book, it is not ily histories of the prominent Wehbers of
Stv..nish with Ertglis't subt•des., pa,H at
[be exhibit uses old black and white a pictorial version of the written work. A Bangor. Cutlers of Old Town. and Unobsthe Not at the Mali ttht seriei atal truiphotographs, newspaper clippings, sketch- picture may be worth a thousand words, keys of Calais; materials of John D Rockpeak Heritage Month Celebration.7 p.m.
es and framed artifacts to explore the some- the impressions a person takes away from efeller Jr., Jacob H Schiff and Charles W.
and930p.m.,Monday.Sept. 16,Hauck
times ax.omrnodating and sometimes intol- reading and viewing Goldstein's efforts Eliot; and albums and meniotabilia such as
an inaugural invitation from President EisenAuditorium. Admission $I.
erant relations between the Jewish Immi- are different.
Film: "Lisaiii Yonkers,' 6:30 and
Pictures are open to interpretation in the hower belonging to Maine musician and
grants and the Gentile populations of the
9:15 p.m.,Friday,Sept. 17,H auc.k AudI.
sense that a %levier is compelled to imagine conductor Meyer Davis
Author and exhibit organizer, Goldstein
torium. Admission.
their own dialogues between the subjects or
tempted to add his or her own caption to the graduated from Cornell University and obDame: "Everting of Balkan mak
piece The book, on the other hand, can tained both her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in
and internationdfolk danciats"to bentsemphasize through the written word the history from Columbia University. She has
fit Rape Response SetVii>ef, and the Inintolerance and frequent insensitivity ex- wntten several other books, including 'The
Iffnational Rftout Coreirtuttee, part of
Politics of Ethnic Pressure" published in
pressed in the languaze of the times.
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness
The histones of the three communities 1990, which was originally presented as her
Week, 7 p.m., Friday'. Sept 11, Wells
are dealt with separatelj in chronological doctoral thesis
Commons Donations accepted.
‘'iewing of "Crossing Lines" is availforms. Five major periods in history are
A street scene from Maine earlier this emphasized in the lives of all three towns.
able during regular museum hours. MonOn-going arts and
century. (Courtesy photo.)
Items of interest among the collection day-Friday 9 a.m.-4 30 pm
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer

entertainment

Irk:mations! Fold Deming. every
Monday, 7 p.m Nketrorial Union
Pot: Ft,rna

a screen Legend,. the Mill-day Tuesday
Video Program, 7'30-4:30 p.m every
Tuesday. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
TGIF Music, every Friday, noon,
Bangot Lounge. Memorial Union.
"Campus PassCatenta Fawns:Creak
rrtg Corilinurslry"an huntatiotai Irtariting
, exhibit through ciati,y fgt. Ahouni Hall
"(nastier Vries: Hi:Morin of/mg
and GlIttiltl bt Bangor, Mower Dealer
/tines:and Galatia, Maier." an exhibit el
historic photo* sad psintings
, by author Judi& Goldstein, Aug.9 that
Sqa 17, Carnegie Hall, pert of the cob;
ferencas "Untie Coate= in Norther!
New England, Ow Atlantic Prvicoely
. and Quebec.
"On Art/Orivrarii," a University 01
Manx Museum of Art exhibit, through
Oct 8, Hole 1.13 the Wall Gallery, Met:Doha, Union.
"Encounters: The Legacy of Cohanbus,- a Hodson Miaavam exhibit of n
color reproduaions of antique maps antj
hook illustrations,&cough Os.1_ 10. Msial!
Center for the Arts.
'I'acesofNepal," atiackson
exiiibitof ptuAolgraphi of proo4a
Nepal by Mask SieCio,freelance au
and navel, photographer, thraign
10, Maine Center tor the Arts.
'From Fire end Earth: Nato Potfritalauta exhibit of 1
terY.' a
Soodresuttat Native A nicri,-br pottart
Item tilt colJect,through Oct. 10. Make
Ornter for the etos.
= 00-eryhee, aela and ertertainmeel
are free elk= otheswite note,:

Itthe Picture
By Mike
McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Now that the summer movie season is
officially behind us and we have all gone
broke on 56 75 tickets and 55 bags of
popcorn. I guest_ its time to look at the top
ten summer films and see if all this spending was worth it.
10. Rising Sun. This was definitely not
worth the price of admission. The movie
was too dragged out and you found yourself sitting there hoping the sun would set
on Rising Sun. Sean Conners''s constant
Japanese words of wisdom and Wesley
Snipes' continuous wise cracks did not
make the film any shorter either. My advice
to anyone thinking about watching this
movie is "read the book."
9 Poetic Justice. This wasn't a bad
lik;i11 overall, but it wasn't a great him
overal; either. Director John Singleton tried
to put a new tWIS4 on the "boy meets girl"
&tors and the film does have a few unique
moments However, the most noteworthy
feature about this movie is Janet Jackson's
big screen debut and, judging by her performance, you can expect to see more of
her at the ClnerTISS in the future.
8. Herd Target The same poor- acting
lean Claude Van Darnme with longer hair
and more slow motion special effects If
the" took out all the slow motion, this film
would probably only be 20 minutes Grant-

ed, it was one of Van Damme's more exciting works since Bloodsport. There may still
be some hope for the Arnold wanna-be
7 Last Action Hero. Speaking of
Arnold. maybe he should concentrate less
on the hype for his movies and more on
how good they are. Even with al: those
snazzy Burger King cups, movie goers still
said "Esta la sista, baby" to Schwarzenegger at the box office This htgh-budget film
is worth seeing. but hear me now and believe me later, it's nothing to get too pumped
up over.
6. The Finn. Tom Cruise and an impressive supporting cast do a great job in
bnnging the popular John Grisham novel
to life NW...net, releasing a film during
the competitive summer TOVie season is
"risky business" and even Cruise didn't
have "all the right moves- it took to can's
The Firm above the rest
5. Cliffluusger. This film represented
Stallone • s return to the action scum and
does provide a mountain-sized dose of acnon from start to finish and from peak to
peak Die Hard 2 director Renny Harlin
again plays on people's fear of heights and
once again it works If you want great
sceners and on -the -edge -of-your - seat en tertai nment then Cliffhanger is the movie
for you
4 Jurassic Park. This is the kind of
movie evers one should see just because of
its onginalits and because it is so visually
impressive. Steven Spielberg does a great
job in bringing the dinosaurs in this block-

buster to life It's just too had he couldn't
hese done the same for the actors in the
film
3. The Man Without a Fact. This is
the only true dramatic hit of the summer
and it doesn't rely on action or suspense to
keep the audience interested. Instead, it
plays upon people's fear of that which is
different Me! Gibson does an incredible
Job in the leading role and as a debuting
director. I wouldn't be surprised if we see
this film take home a few Oscars next
year.
2. The Fugitive. Harrison Ford and
Tommy Lee Jones take the audience along
for a cat-and-mouse chase which provides
a very quick-paced, action packed ride
The film does get a little bogged down in a
slightly ix-implicated story. but other than
that this is a close-to-perfect summer hit
I. In the Line of Fire. Without a doubt,
the best movie of the summer Clint Eastwood j'ust keeps getting better and his acting range keeps getting wider. We not only
see the usual tough image of Eastwood in
this film, we also see an emotional side that
makes his secret seniee character seem
more believable Also, John Malkcivich
does a super job as the nemesis The tension created between the two adds to the
suspense in the film. This movie had a great
unpredictable story line, a great cast, and
had the most heart-pounding action of any
of the other films this summer Go ahead,
make your day and go see In rite Late of
Fire

at
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By Andrew Davis
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By Deanna L.
Partridge

nu,Morning After:Sea
Campus"by Kat
Rape Awarene ,s. We ha
We have all seen it heir
uniiersity wants it part of
iciousness, but are we genii
sages'Are we understandiri
the !lurches, the education,
Roiphe's book applies t
• •re trying to se

in WI (hi

Staff Writer
DiIt
Self-titled
Wasteland Records
Dig are a group that don't take themselves
or the music business too seriously, but their
music is worth taking a listen to.
'Their first effort a self-tided CD. is a
pleasant surprise, to say the least Not tojudge
aCD by itscover,but a halfdeumyed "squishy
head with a plastic fly stuck on it doesn't
necessarily instill a lot of promise . Then again.
whw should one tt giro from a band that
begins its biography with "Dig think rios are
stupid.- and list then Interests as animals,
whale waiching, color forms,lawn darts, vintage Hot Wheels, water wings. Buddha statues. foreign movies and avalanche watching '
The cry k of this Southern California band
is metal. industrial grunge. if one can lump all
those things together Basically . the sound
isn t too heavy but its far from easy listening
"I'll Stay High:' probably the hand's most
reviewed song and subject of one of their iv.
existing videos, is instantly reminiscent of
.e'
Nirvana with the opening bass lines "Belie,
also sounds a link like Nirvana but better
Likewise, the influence of Pink Floyd can
be felt on the track "Anymore
"3"nlucky Fnend"sounds just like the Red
Hot Chilli Peppers' "T rider the Bridge It's a
very good song even if it is predictable

Despite the obvious influenced of other
groups to the p,int of almost copying. the 13
track release has diversity, to it.
Some of the other songs are distinct to the
hand,-Conversation- is characteristic of their
transitional style -The listener is floating alone
in something mellow tidy to be thrust unsuspectingly into industrial abruptness. Abrupt
feels appropriate when they do it. When the
,AIngs slide back and forth between the soft and
the harder, mote forced lyrics, that's what the
music feels like it needs.
Ilez 1a.st track."Decide; is very inehow as
opposed to the rest of the album a nice way
to bring .. all to a close.
New artists, Dig, are a pleasant surprise to be found on the Wasteland label.
Dig is 71...I,U7 that can hold its own if one (Courtesy photo.)
was to just sit down to listen to a CD It's also
many times I drove away'
the land of music one could feel comfortable lotion of hip-hop
"Nobody But You" sounds a little "ice
pmgression
a
is
album
the
inof
good
A
set-up
The
with playing in the background.
Dylan with Eric on lead vocals for a
Bob
The first few tracks bring you back to the
vestment
'My wicked ways have drank the
change
remiit's
there
From
Hooters.
'Die
of
heyday
The Hooters
the world and its delights but I've
of
wine
out
niscent of the second album and rounding
Out of Body
never tasted anything as sweet as you tonew
what
with
MCA
"Priv ate Emotion" signals their depar- night'
If you like the good old Hooters from their
That'swhat's so great about The Hooters,
"Nervous Night- days. then y ou can rejoice ture from traditional Hooters: 'Every endless
're nice to listen to because the lyrics
they
sky
darkest
Every
day/
dawning
a
has
night
he-cause their back
meaning and they always have somehave
The only change in the group seems to he has a shining ray/Audit shines on you,baby,
good to say
thing
can
who
one
only
the
that
You're
than
see/
you
Other
can't
member
new
the addition of a
No big stylistic advances here. If you like
shine for me.'
the have really kept their sound
like -Out of Body." It's
-One Too Many Nights"-'Was it one too The Hooters, you'll
Out of Body is the fun musk mini the Ms
them.
reassuringly,
predictably,
too
one
it
Was
say/
not
could
when dance music was fun and clean before many words I
Madonna's sleaze and sex phase and the poi-
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•Calling all arts

From the Bookshelf 1111 Looking for
some• good
•
creattvity

By Andrew Davis
aft Writer

"The Morning After:Sex, Fear,and Fern morn On Campus "by Katie Roiphe.
Rape Awarene A. We have all heard of it
We have all seen it here on campus. The
university wants it pan of ow living consciousness, but are we getting the right messages 'Are we understanding the purposes of
the marches, the education, and the rallies?
Roiphe's book applies to our university
3n0is hat we nre ti-sing to send as messages,

and what messages her unis ersities Harvard
and Princeton have sett to her
Roiphe's mother was a feminist of the
e0s, so the grew up in that atmosphere
However, when she arrived at Ilarvanl to
study she found a different and confusing
feminism contradicting itself. tier first chapter ends with this sentence: it is out of deep
belief that some feminism's are better than
others that I has e written this hook
Later in life as she attends graduate study
at Princeton, she discovers the "blue light"
system that signifies emergency phones

The cover of Raiohe's new release about feminism and sex on campus.

—1

Wanted: One
movie reviewer.
We can't promise you'll
elbows with the stars, brtuitt
you'll see your work in
print and money in your
hand. Call 581-1270 for
details.
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An intern position is available in ow
busy Community Relations office tor a
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minimum 01 15 hours per week fluties 11-4142dP rpseaf rt 3n1 writing press
anC boctme,hands-on insr,-,,a ev-^,
,
vr,lve,e
AeSktop publishing p- olect•

knoviesdge ofIMARC with Pagemaker
0 and wordperiect 5 1 a must intim stipend and 3credit bows can be
arranged
Applicabon deadline is September 24
1993 ric phone calls please Send
resume and cover letter to

Director it Cornrovaler Pe loess
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Thc T

1110-351-0222

Cr rust- $2 DO to Research Ititonitslin
132. two Ave p206 A Los Angeles CA 90025

Acadia
Ar fowl 000.4110v
Emmoinw

Hospita

She interprets them as "...eerie, beautiful,
like fireflies. They signal reassurance and
warning at the same time. Red means stop,
green means go, and blue means he afraid"
She finds more and more there is the warning
of danger rather than the signs of safety,
implying the need for fear instead of security. By Deanna L. Partridge
At different times in her life, Roiphe takes Arts Editor
us with her to "Take Hack the Night" rallies
The Maine Campus Arts Forum is lookat ;vet schools and finds the unintended.
"There is strength in numbers, and un- ing for original work Whatever you do,
fortunately right now there is strength in chances are it's something we want - poetbe ,c, the most oppressed Students scram- ry. Prose, short stories. sketches, black and
ble for that microphone for a chance frit a white photography, humor, etc.
It's all well and good to be the clearingmoment of authority...I have begun to think
that it is time to listen—not to what the house of the olficial arts scene on campus,
hut we want to be the showcase for the
marchers are saying. but to why"
Do we, here at t!Maine. understand why students After all, this's the student new!
• may he marching? Roiphe believes that paper and the University wouldn't even
smile marches work against their own prin- exist without you
So, we _want to show off what you're
ciples. The marches may have been organized to celebrate and encourage women's doing!
Just think about it. besides the fame
strength. but do they also celebrate their
factor, you could legitimately call yoursell
vulnerabd" as well? Roiphe thinks so.
"The march elaborates on just how vul- a published artist Contribute on a regular
basis in the capacits: of a reviewer or, as a
nerable women are"
She discusses many different views on writer may be cos ming people who work in
your own medium and well even pas coo
feminism, sex, and rape on the college cam
If you're the bass plas:er in a great
pus, most of which is interchangeable with
college baud we should know about, an
any school in the country, even UMatne
The book is not male-bashing in any was: actress in an alternative theatre troupe or a
which is sometimes implied by the word tenor in a new universits: quartet, we want
"feminism." Being a male myself. 1 found to here from you. What's happening on the
her discussion and reasoning objective If it grassroots level? What would you like to
accomplished anything. It allowed me to see more of in the arts' What would you
read the book with ease, and to regard the like never to see again" Help us shape the
evidence and inquiries with cunosits . Ad- pages.
All works should he submitted with
mittedly, had the book not been brought to
my attention. I would not have mad ii yet name, class level, major and phone number Submit as much as you like as often as
now 1 We the loss on my part
This is a book to he read by the house- you like, but make a note if you want your
wife and the ngid feminist with her own things back Please, no manuscnpts - this
beliefs, to the man who thinks about the is a newspaper after all
Won,s can he dropped off at The Maine
weather instead of tuning into the times
Katie Roirshe's neutral reasoning allows all Campus in the basement of Lord Hall or
of us to understand is hat happens on univer- mailed to Allen Arts Editor, 5743 Lord
Hall room 107. l'Maine For further desities all over the country, in the be&
and most of all, in the background of the rails, call 5fli -1270 of CUT tn the newspatherapy Her book makes us take a closer per on Mondays and Vs'ednesdays between
look at just what we believe in and why we :1 and 5 p m , Tuesdays between 2 and
believe in it She makes us define our be- p.m.; or Thursdass after 2 p.m. Ask for
liefs I believe that's her purpose for her Deanna
book, and I believe she's done it very well
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StateNews

• McKernan shows appreciation for state workers
• Sex offenders are denied
•Economic planning

•Legal appeal

Judge denies new trial BINV waits in suspense for
POR 11 AND,Maine i AP)— Two Arundel restaurateurs convicted of sexually molesting two 15-year-old boys lost their bid
for a new trial Monday.
After a second day of testimony in Cumher land County Superior('ourt, Justice Kermit I Mei concluded that there was insufTievent evidence to set aside the convictions
last April cf George Begin, 33. arid Peter
LaM an:he, 51
mg after Fran r
.
.
t ipe? had delayed sc
,said
cis M. lad %oil. the Ir.a.yer for Beall.
new evidence showed that the boys fabricated their story about being plied with drugs
arid sexually moksted at the trailer that
LaMarche and Begin shared in .Arundel
The judge said the reason one of the
viCtInIC had disavowed his claim was to
protect himself from being teased by• coworkers on a pa% mg crew this summer
"We all know how cruel young people
can be . when the subject is homosexuality," Lupe' said "Surely the victim) was
trying to protect himself "
Two members of the paving crev.. Mark
Comveau and Sherman Thy•ng,said the boy
had into them more than once that "(the

abuse)didn't happen l'hina said the boy
made that statement "about 20 times," although twice he said he had been molested.
After being called hack to the stand
Monday. the boy explained that he was
trying to get his co-workers to !top teasing
him about his sexual orientation.
"I didn't want to he called queer while I
was working," he said.
In arguing for a new trial. Jackson said a
recantation bs• a central witness shcr..0.11-%.
grounds fos a new trial because it cor';4
"probably change" the verdict.
"I can think of nothing more powerful."
Jackson said "This is a defense lawyer's
dream — exactly the kind of evidence that
probably would change the results."
Assistant Ihstrict Attorney Christopher
Pazar urged I_ mei to consider the circumstances and weigh whether the recantation
was %Mid
"Ilve context is suspect," he said
One witness called by Jackson impeached
herself Monday,saying she made up a convenation she had with one of the % ictims in
order to console her family. which was upset
hy Begin's convictions

Introduction
To The Library

Navy contract awards

and

Its Resources
Single, One-Hour Sessions
- Including URSUS Basics
Who. Open to All
Where: First Floor Conference Rm.
Fogler Library
9:00 AM
When: Tues. 9/14
4:00 PM
Wed. 9/15
5:30 PM
Mon. 9/20
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AN OPEN LETTER M UMAINE STUDENT'S
REGARDING VICTIMS'RIGHTS
Darin, the special week witch Piendem Huti-huttann has proclaimed at Rap,
A wawa awl Smiawl 4.ffork Weak it•fitting that I highlight IOITIC important recent changes

tr. federal lettritannr. the Student Cordect Code, inn the campus mcbcial proems Tim
chanprs will have a prettny impact or, the rights r•MIMI of vwdent crimes, particularh tit cases
of sexual aisaadt
t-tino
or 1090 and the 1-lisdser
Stork-nt Right to know and(ammo ScThe—
rdiicabor Anicndtmeno ot I 992 have led to mans nes priudehnes In. WI/WNW, U 'qwnn. it
rfrveltl. and to Investigate serua, assauti offenses that occur or cohere campuses Mon recently,
...hat has beer called the Grass. 4,arair Vienna Bad et Rtgio'--part at the Hight, F.:Wenner
Amendments of 1992 has beer enacted to amend the corapnat Campus Securm A.r and to
clarify the righr icruat assault vs..-tims We are vers pleased that a number nioffices alresch lume
cooperated or 'ilur ,arobpus it, comph Rith these Marra, bye, and tt here mfreye. ..rude,n Jr
strripts reaffirm procedures the Uruyerun has pre-victuals
mans cases, the MN% regular

pbt

I

kmendments as the new Unwervity et None System Seadent Condon Cede
reinforce thew rights and aerate dist: 11) the room and d• accuarc are enticed to the some
"' have ^thus print Medal beselega beim the S oviduct Coonertset, and (21
,
OPPMTUag3e
both the accuse: and the accomecrePal be informed of the out,rime of campus dociphisan
pmceechrigi which deal with alleged stsnisl aissuits
Pleat note Mai the 1993 94 droidant Camden Cade mot publithed tw the
University of Maine %stem update. the i0,3 44 thwilmet limilbeek and include, fwe
addannaui KUM. which Teak to wawa maul/ ,•tiens' Ashes Al athr changes we contained
in Section V "Procedures
Students inteteseed le-Medias the entire awned StudentCeodeiet Cade ma,
Union,the bleirsond Union Inkinnetioe
COMMA the0dl
reg.or the hem Awmenen end Seneal Arra hoarsen at t udet Heald Censer Of°max,
hweentio ofofficials
ant Atoms of WTod amittit will he atlaird either drapes

rrn,•11111•
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formally register as a
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Sealift ships represent BIW's return to
commercial shipbuilding after eight years
from the business. Although the ships
•
meet military specifications and carry tanks
and helicopters, the Navy may lease them
as commercial cargo vessels.
In July. BINA' lost a bid to convert five
• e5..els. Now,Brw
existing ship- into
*a...nen
has had io .•.,mpeze again .4.th
of that contract -- National Steel and Shipbuilding Co.of San Diego,Calif., and Newport News Shipbuilding in Virginia.
BPArs bid may stand out from the oth
ers because it includes a partnership with
another yard. said Gildart While he would
not name the yard, Gildart said the same
kind of joint proposal was suggested in thc
Failed conversion bids.
A team effort is necessary because B19.
can't work on ships larger than 700feet and
Sealifi ships are about 950 feet long Ty
accommodate the length, BIW would have
to subcontract some of the work to another
shipyard. Gildart said
The Navy has also said it will order an
extra two Stalin ships, which will bong the
total up from 12 ships to 14,A deadline for
the bids on the two additional ships has not
been net

BATH,Maine)AP)— Bath Iron Works
will learn Friday whether it wil! re-enter
commercial shipbuilding after an eight'
year hiatus with a contract to build a Sealift
align ship.
On Monday, the Na'.', announced that
Avondak Industries Inc. of Louisiana wou
a $265 million contract for one cargo ship.
The company ha:, an option to build five
more by April 30. 2001,for a total of $1.3
billion
When Avondale was named, six other
competing shipyards were asted to submit
their "best and final offers" for five more
ships
Announcing contract awards one by
one is unusual and makes the process more
stressful.said Ke% in Gildart,ARIA'spokesman.
"This is not particularly good news,'
he said. "It puts a tremendous amount of
competitive pressure on those remaining
"To award half to one yard and then go
back to the rest for a best and final offer
they've never done it this way," said Gildart
Wisiners will he announced Friday.Sept.
17. said Lt Jacquie Yost. a Navy spokeswoman
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•State government

Governor roasts dogs at state workers' picnic
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Alta.:STA. Maine iAP,
As Gov .
John R. McKernan roasted hot dogs at a
picnic Tuesday lot state employees. union
workers still simmering from pay and pension cuts skipped the tree lunch and took up
picket signs.
The picnic at Capitol Park near the State
House was part of a series of employee
recognition achy tiles continuing all week.
But state workers said the attention would
not ease the pain from several years of budget cuts.
"les just a joke," said Teri Poor, an
Augusta Mental Health Institute worker w ho
pined dozens of pickets in front of the State
House "While he's frying hot dogs.there's

vommittec inside trying to try our retirement system "
McKernan. who wore a green ap on as
he itanned the grill and served franks to a
line of state employees,said he sympathizes
hut that cuts have been inev itahle in light of
drastic slides in state revenues
"Our message has been for the last six
m sohs that we have to put the events of the
last two years behind us," McKeman said.
The governor also expressed confidence
that state income is "now back on a more
even keel and people are going to know.
what toexpect over the nextcouple of years."
One of the few hundred state workers
attending the cookout rationalized that "it's

*Ponta .ftlianidEr
Collins announces bid for
gubernatorial nomination
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — Former
?v,k Kerman briministratior commissioner
Susan M CThns said Tuesday she will seek
the Republk an nomination for governor and
forrnally register as a canthdrue next week.
Collins, who currently works as a deputy. to Massachusetts Trimmer Joseph D.
Malone, made ha annovinceinrrit in a prepared statement She is schalukst res,gr
from the Massactnesens jc.h!
"Maine faces many chalicriges, but I
believe there is no higher prionty than
providing quality jobs," said Collins a
40-year-old Caribou naive from a prominent political family. "And that means
helping small businesses start up. prosper
and grow since small businesses provide
two-thirds of the new jobs in our state."
Collins served as the Boston-buss:al legions{ director of the U.S. Small Business
Administration for most of 1992 after leas irtg McKeman • s administranon, in which
she serval five years as commissioner of
the Department ofPt-rifessionai and Fin in cial Regulatson.
W'her,the White House changed hands
and Collins fedaal job wra. slated to be
filled by a i•ierricx:rat, she iark-all x set's.N
staff member for Malone, a Republican
Collins characterized her fledg hog ram
pagn orgaruratioo as exploratory
•'Many of my /neut..family and fcemet

callninn havnsmilaireamaism

Maine to tun for governor. she said. 'lent
excised about exploring this possibility and
I kink forward to listatirqt to pei rie throughout the state as we discuss Maine's future'
('ollins said a decision on whether to
make a more formal declaration of candidacy, which would have no legal unpws.
would be made by the end of the )ea.
In that regard. she echoed recent coinmeats hy another expected Republican
entrant,Sen. Charles M. Webster ofFarmmgton. Webster. who is sad to he on the
verge of announcing his own expkiraiory
candidacy . said last month that sirtualls
any candidate woulO ner.:, to explore ft:rid raising potential and other signs of support
before fully, committing to next your'snice.
Collins, who maintains a ratidenoe in
Souldish.:iota; in Iscr ar.nouncemaarit that
she had served as(-Mimosa of McICerean's
Cabinet Council on Health Care Policy
during her years with the adminizaration.
She also played a leading role in advanci^g McKematt's controversial efforts
to res-itie workers' compensation Laws,
which prompted widespread antagonism
within the ranks of the Democratic Party
and organ{red labor.
A graduate ofCaribou High School and
St Lawrence University in Cantors N.Y.,
Collins wetted for U.S. Sen. William S.
Cobra to 12 years was to joining flie
McKinankaimainillnlioninFebrtswy
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off selected by employees and their supervisors-- were eliminatal immediately."Shutdown days," when virtually all of government closes,are reduced front 10 this year to
foe next year
Employees' take-home pay will gradually increase as they begin working on those
additional days, and a 39-hour work week
will be abolished (ict. 1.1994
As part of the administration's effort to
recognize state employees. McKernan saluted 280 people Monday with 25 to 45
years of state sets ice
The governor also presented a manager
of the year award to Terry Burgoin of the
Agriculture l)epartment for his work impros ing standards and promoting Maine
potatoes and bluelsemes and rebuitivhe
,
n Oitg.ta
rain alter
Andrew
At the recommendation of a special task
force created to improve employee morale.
McKernan presented "{tams.ori awards"
for improving services to • cust-,rners'
throughout the state
Among the teams receiving recognition
were those that helped !morose administrative sets ices, food-assistance programs and
shellfish monitoring
Employee recognition acti %Airs also include a golf tournament, a road race and a
"So Iota Think You Know Maine State
Government'. quiz

ap A saw ea act antteerwe501d1re %alai once o a
lar0{InnetreursaroaseeseacorrsdristrearididC-sournet
casP for only a nuatt Otter ecrasis Seariotsw 21

in Public Relations, Journalism, Research
and OutCoor Education

-Code

f• rar
asned

free" But Bureau of Public Improvements
employee Larry Arnold added that, "with
the money they took away from us, they
ought to be able to buy it
Each department ir state government was
asked to contribute to the cost of the picnic,
which administration officials said cost about
65 cents per serving. Some of the food was
donated
State workers seemed to be most s.ensifive to retirement cuts.
The state's contributions to the Maine
State Retirement Sy stem are to be reduced by
S204 million during the two years that started
July I. including a $70 million rollback in
pension benefits And a panel studying whether the rethernent -y stem is fair to pensioners
and aft-. irdable for taspay,-rs is to report next
year on whether further redi;:tions are in
order
Pickets on Tuesday carried signs that
said, "Protect Our Retirement*. and "State
Workers Now Get Hot Dogs For Retirement...
State workers' newest contract, which
was effective Jul) I, does not increase base
pay, hut phases out the unpaid days off that
workers have been forced to take in lieu of
the 7 percent pay raise they received on paper
two years ago_
nployees' take-home pay will gradually increase as they begin working on those
additional days "Furlough days" — days

McQuik:
011uba

1141100,
con be

'

••• •
br.io'y
from Carole Gardner rizt

nice of Acodernic
Affairs, 209 Alumni Hall
Or by calling X1-1617
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•Attractive spuds

Rule requiring potato inspections not approved
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP) - Maine's agriculture commissioner said Tuesday he lacks
legal authority to require mandatory inspections for high-grade Maine pitutors, a step
the industry sought in an attempt to make the
spuds more appealing to consumers
Commissioner Bernard Shaw said he
decided not to appro% e the rule based on
ads ice from Attorney General Michael E.
Carpenter. who said further legislation would
he required.
"Obviously. the attorney general's decision reflected a difficult judgment call and I
can onl% say that I'm Ilsappointed with ths

outcome,- Shaw said in a prepared statement.
Inspections of most tablestock potatoes
are %oluntary in Maine, with participating
packers paying fees that cover the cost, and
industrs officials argued that making the
quality checks mandatory' would bolster
consumer confidence and sales
•'It's a sad day for Aroostook County,''
Hubert Smith, a salesman for the H Smith
Packing Corp. in Blaine, a major potato
packer. said of the rule's rejection
The proposed rule, endorsed by.. the industry representatives who make up the
Maine Potato Board. would ha% e required

inspections for all consumer packages of potatoes of50 pounds or less if they are labeled U.S.
No 1 grade or higher
in his opinion. Carpenter said the state's
"branding law" authorizes the state Agriculture Department to set standards for the various
potato grades, and allows - but does not
require -- inspections to ensure the standards
are met.
A separate law approved in 1981 set up the
voluntary inspection program, in which packers who submit to the special quality checks de
allowed to pack their potatoes in specially
marked "Maine bags"

Carpenter said the 1981 law did not
expand the commissioner's authority to
mandate inspections at the packers' expense, as the proposed rule would require.
Carpenter said his office would work
with Shaw's department to draft legislation permitting mandatory inspections,
and Shaw said the next step is up to the
industry
"If the industry remains committed,
the department stands prepared to seek
legislation to carry out this program at
some future time.' he said.

•AIDS awareness

residents to comment on AIDS education

New fianismilrips

CONCORD,N.H.(AP)— New Hamp- nye comments and decided we better go
shire residents seem like, to get another through them carefully .',select those cornmonth to commefl o the CLIIC 150:1113 ill lite..t that should he incorporated,- he said
"We decided the wise thing to do is to
I-AirKatIon'l plans to revise school policy on
extend the whole time to get more comment
teas hin)„ aN rut AIDS
The three-member committee that he - and digest what we have
Aboard committee already has recomgait taking conunent in late August planned
to recommend to the seven-member hoard mended the board policy say abstinence
at its meeting Wednesday that a cone on the front sex is the best, hut not the only way,to
re% tstons he put oft until the No% 15 meet- present the deadly disease The plan has
ing. committee members said The hoard is prompted outrage from groups that say the
change sill place too much emphasis on
meeting in 1-armington
Public comment was to end last Enda). abstinence at the expense of other ways to
hut the committee met Monday and had so avoid AIDS
Board Chairman Ovide Lamontagne has
many comments, it decided more time was
strongly supported increasing the emphasis
needed Pat Geaestreti said
"Vs e found a lot of excellent construc- on abstinence

"I.egislation enacted in I958 directs the
state hoard to distribute and approve educaiional materials relating to AIDS Ii makes it clear
those materials will stress abstinence," he has
said "It's clear that abstinence and sexual
activity with the use ofcondoms are not equally
accepted alternanves Abstinence is much more
acceptable

"Unfortunetely. the original guide
lacks the proper emphasis," he said
Still. I amonlagne called the revised
guidelines little more than editing He
said the 1988 legislation calls for the
hoard to make changes and revisions at
its discretion, and the hoard simply is
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• Field hockey squad prevails in 20T, 1-0
• Finn Column: The crystal ball calls it all
• Yankee Conference Preview Part II: The Mid-Atlantic

•UMaine field hockey

Elkanich goal gives UMaine 1-0 in
Freshman midfielder Annie Elkanich
tapped in a Jody Castonguay pass with
10:48 left in the second overtime, lifting
the University of Maine women's field
hockey team to a 1-0 victory over the
LaSalle University Lxplorers at Lengyel
Field here Monday
The Black Bears are now 2-0 on the
season Junior goalie Mary Lou Winstel
recorded her 14(h career shutout in the
l-ircak mg the school record.
In Monday's win over the University
of New Brunswick. Winetel needed only
five eaves to break the school mark previously held by Tina Ouellette (1984-S6
The Black Bears dominated the act ior
throughout regulation and the overtimes,
recording 16 shots on goal to LaSalle's
seven and taking 15 penalty corners to
LaSalle % five
UMaine couldn't find the net. howev er. until Elkanich tapped in her scconc
goal or her rookie season to win it In the
second osertime
Maine, returns to action on Sat urdav
when they meet Fairfield University
New Haven. Conn
The Black Bears then return to the
Mate on Sunday when they will host the
Harvard Crimson at Cape Elizabeth High
School

The University of Maine women't
tennis team spilt a pair of matches [hit
past weekend on the mad.
The V/Oilitai opened their season with
an 8-1 victory over Merrimack Saturday
la Nardi Andover,Mass Nurnti raay.
et ien Goldstein,No.2 Laura f olloss ay,
No. 4 Andrea Leishman. No, 5 Sarah
Smith and No.6 Jen Satran were victorious sustain players floe the b'ark Beats.
LIMairie's doublee teams ra Goldstem/Kim Hatfield,Holloway /Leishman
and Smith Satran swept the three doubles matches.
On Sunday, the Black Bears lost a
tough 5-4 match to the University of
Rhode Island in Kingston. RI No 4
player Leishrnan and No.6 Saran won
singles matches for Coach Brud Folger•s squad. while the doubles teams of
Lershman'Holloway and Satran/Srnith
captured pairs battles.

Upcoming Intramural
eieents
Sign-up deadlines:
Men'sflag football. Weds Sept IS.
Co-re softball. Weds., Sept. 15
Men's and Women's Soccer. Thurso
Sept 16
Men's and Women 's tennis Weds..Sept.
15.
%fen Innernibe Waterpolo Friday,
Sept. 17
Women's Field Hockey: Weds., Sept.
22.
Aerobics: start Sept 21.
In-line skate race featuring 1./Maine rar
hockea team (proceeds benefit Big
Brothers/Big Sisters) Fra..--e begins at
10 ern , Sat Sept. 25.

Skins Rypten out
3-6 weeks
ASHBLIRN. Va r AP) — Waahington quarterback Mark Rypien was diaa nosed with a torn medial collate/a ligament in his right knee that will sideline
him for three to ,r111 weeks but not require
surgery. laypien was injured in UK second quarter of the Redskins' 1 7- tP loss
tr ,
Oil Sunday .

GREEN BAY. Wis (AP) --- Green
Bay linebacker Beim Noble
the rest of the season after ruPOIIIIISIIN
patellar tendon and tearing
' 26-11loss
his right knee es the Parker,
to Philadelphia on Sunday
Packers. coach Mike Holmgrer
Noble, 31, will teldergo surgera this
week to repair the tendon and thee need
ex to eight months recover, time before
having surgery for the ligament damage

UMaine first-year player Annie Elkanich battles for the ball during Monday's
action versus LaSalle Mori photo)

"s
Fick! Hockes Notes: The Black
Beare were picked to tie for fifth in this
season s North Atlantis Conference coaches' poll
Boctori Universe was picked first
garnering six of seven first place voles
Northeastern — last season's tournament
champ — was chosen second, while the
Wildcats of Neve Hampshire are expected
to end up third
Delaware holds the fourth spot. while
the Black Bears and Drexel received the
same number of points in tying for the
fifth spot
Vermont. winless in NAC play last
year. is expected to finish at the bottom in
seventh place

•Column

A look into the sporting future
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Funny thim: happened
to me the other day as I was
ttreing nitrites low incone
mach motel Cr.flashy new
OW Town apartment
Seems as I was unpacking ma varioue
sports-related goodies (a S20 Paul Kariya
hockey card. my Demo Sanders do-it-yourself ear piercing kit, a heat up old Billy Swift
I came across an old
voodoo doll, ea
friend that I hadn't seen for a while Damned
it it wasn't my old crysta! hall. Pete
Now Pete has been good to me over the
years. We have a history Two years. ago it
vt'3,oi Pete who told me to pick the Blue
Jas aniA Braves in !he World Series Of
course, he was right on the money

Last year. Pete told me in preseason to
pick the trMaine hockey team to go all the
%say Not exactly a tough call, hut Pete was
there for me when I needed a prediction fast,
and that's what count'.
Sr when I uapacked Pete the ..the da,
and a little face formed in the clouds in his
crystal /it kind oflooked like UMaine Sports
Information Director Matt Bourque. come
to think of it and he started rattling off a
chronology of all the amazing things that are
going to happen during this irMaine sporting year. well. I grabbed a pencil and paper
and wrote them down to share with you
If, by some bizarre intervention they
don'i come true. don't blame me, blame
Pete Remember. I'm just writing what he
told me
Sept. IN: In the University of Maine/
Ltnis-er'strs of Massachusetts football game,

Black Bear ss :Lie receiver Enidb
tackled after catching a 6-yard pass over the
middle and doesn't act just like he won !he
Super Bowl when he gets up
Sept. 11: Led by Annie Menet'k nine
goals tin field hockey terms, it 'e called a Ha:
Trick Squaredi. the UMaine field tiockm
team wins a shootout over Harvard, 35-34
As usual,the missed extra point come,back
to haunt Harvard
Oct. 9: After a 24-2 loss to Richmond
drops the UMaine football team to 1-4.
Black Bear rookie coach Jack Cosgrove
announces he is benching quarterback Emilio
himself
Colon anti replacing him with
:Apparently . Cosgrove. an All -Conference
ha'
quarterback a: I'Maine in the mid discovered a loophole in the NC a A rule,
Sec FINN COLUMN on page 26

111111110.
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from page 25

that allow% a player an extra year of
il they go to grad school t'osognwe,
M.Ed.'84. takes ads antage of the rule and
leads UMaine to a 6-0 mark the rest of the
way while becoming the first pet-son in
Yankee Conference history eser named
Coach of the l'ear and Player 01 the Year
dunng the same season
()et 22: While the Black Beat hocke%
team is in Rhode Island preparing for its
season opener that night against Pros idence
College. 'Name hockey coach Shawn
Walsh addi-zsces the media % ia conference
call to diffuse a nasty rumor that star twins
Chris and Peter Ferraro are planning a dou •
Me wedding at Alfond the next weekend - to
the famed Barbi twins
Oct. 29: After a 4 i win in the borne
opener versus Acadia.('Maine hockes coach
Shoon Walsh is uoted
casing "They,

were pretos darn good 101 a hunch of park
rangers. much toughei than we thought
thes'd be Next yea, we may ha% e to G.heti
ie
the sumule someone a little easier.,rhaps
mer staff at the Brewer Parks and Recreation
Department 'Nov. 16: Led hs future Boston Celtics
loner) pick Francois Bouchard' nine points,
the I.'Maine men' basketball team pulls out a
thrilling 32-31 double -overtime exhibition
victory against an ak4 3,\ s -dangerous High 5
America squad Taking a page from Coach
Walsh's book of quotes, Black Bear hoop
headman Rudy Keeling say c.-lhes are pretty
good for a bunch of singers and tap dancers.
Next year we may have to schedule someone
a lade easier. perhaps Up With People"
Nov. 19: 5'4" I.7Maine hockey standout
Cal Ingraham is taken to the hospital Mier
ise,•se knocked unconscious by an elbow

lion's Boston University's Jacques Joubert
When he wakes up, he discovers he has
gmun a foot to 6'4" He pi-swords sneaks
out of the hospital to hunt down and kill
every writer and radio guy who has ever
called him "diminutive," -mights -mite,"
"Low -Cal," or cruellest of all, -teensy."
Nov. 20: In just the seventh game of the
season. UMaine sophomore hockey sensation Paul Kansa reaches the magical 100point mark for the second consecutive season as the Black Bears heat the hated BU
Temers, 32-3 He has co goals and nine
assists in the contest use of which go to
high ,scoring linemate Chuck Texiera and
his 14 2 points per game scoring average is
higher than that of anyone on the UMaine
men's basketball team
Dec. IR: GQ magazine announces its
annual team oiliest dressed college athletes

The Maine Camps
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and lo and behold. UMaine hockey defenseman and c lothes hound lee Saunders makes
the cut. Next to a photo of Saunders in action
reads the ;Aldine, "Unique style on and 4,11
the ice Wm e funky plaid jacket to reception
at the White House after UMaine won national title, truly a bold statement."
Dec. 25 At 8:32 p.m on Christmas
night, the frozen body of Maine Campus
sports editor Chad Finn is found beaten to a
bloody pulp in a snowhank along the Stillwater River Next to him lies what looks like
tile chattered remnants of a crystal ball
Police say they have a number of suspects.
Chad Finn Ira .senior(again)journalion
majorfrom Roth, ME who wants to climbthat this is all really make believe. For
instance, the Ferraro '.c are really marrying
Old Town's illustrious Vaillancourt rwins.
nor "1,- Bfr-L i.,

ot

•NFL

Kicker Elliott becomes scapegoat for Cowboys'0-2 start
By Derine H. Freeman
AP Sports Writer
t
IR 1Nti.Texas t AP)— Lon Elliott
vet hi I rid sided He knew the hit wras coming
"I kind of dug my ow-n hole.' the Dallas
t.'ossy hos.kicker after he wss released Toes
des 'Mastic it the team had been planing
ismer I would have kicked better
Elliott sat on the equipment room while
eight kkken tried to take his gsb in a 20 mph
wind Eight wasenough Coach Jimms Johnscan found two he liked
Veteran Eddie Murray. who has 14 years

of NW experience. and Tracy Bennett a
former World League kicker who was cut
twice by the Inver Broncos, were picked
a. the two finalists
Johnson will decode latet v. hi. Oi cane to
keep after the'. take physicals and owner
Jerry Jones gets down to negotiations Should
there be no prolskm with his agent. Johnson
was expected to keep Murray
Cutting Elting was difficult for Johnson,
%k hh-, brought him along as a rookie
"I tried to sta) with Lon like I did last
year,- Johnson said "Rut he lost confi dence

Elliott started slow Is last season then hit
13 in a row for a chits iecood He missed
seven of 13 kicks in exhibitions and an extra
point against the Washington Redskins
Then, he missed two field goals against
Buffalo, including a 30-yarder, in Surklay •
1-10 kiss to the Bills
"I'm not hitter about it." said the fomici
Texas Tech kicker "I'll just go back to
Waco and teach high school kids how to
kick 111 get another chance And I have a
Super Bowl ring
Johnson said he was impressed with
Murray
"He showed the accuracy that is his
track record,- Johnson said "It chtin't matter to him what kind cif hold he had or what
kind of wend he had, he kicked'em down the
middle His kickoffs were short but we'll
us: have to live with it He. kicked well
lode: some adverse conditions"
'1.13 P'‘AN`N, hnnr

If my finger were a knife it would
be easier to cut things with.

September
-Steal Deals-!

Michelob Family
12 Packs
S6.99=,
Budweiser Family
12 Packs

S

.99-taz & deposit

New Item!
Eggroll
794

X:
V{.
Super
Big
Gulp©
69t

Welcom

6.4 BIKE SHOPQs
September Sale: All 1993 Bikes $50 to $200 OFT.
Hurry for best selection!

Thursday, S.,
Adult Ski boon Fan
PPG SleS WOW 599
Kids Tyrolo Skis
Reg 51:1, NOW $59
ramous Brand &AO: St
Valued Sc S300 NOW

K,e•

Skis
As low as $19

93-94 Slozzrc VC" Skis
Reg S39C NOW $191
X-C Skis 11% Kastie Star
Reg Slf0C NOW $29
x-C Ski Poles
lea 52C, NOW S10

Back to School Blue!
ea

PATS
"Know the fun of Mountain Biking
for Fun and Fitness"

Try our feature Slurpee
flavor of the month

Michelob Budweiser and
Sumer Big Gulp specials
4:$
clectivr 9/ i /93 Cti

Mar,

kicker at camp from now on,' Johnson said.
"Now.that'ssecond-guessing myself.which
1 rarels do
On the Cowboys' downcast state of affairs. Johnson admitted: "We've dug ourselves a hole hut I think our team is right on
track I don't like tieing 0-2 I'd like to wake
up in the morning with it being 2-0_
"Without Emmin Smith we're not the
%AMC team We've just got to do what NIT
have to do to be successful If that means
Troy I Aikman)ha to throw 50times a game
we'll do what it takes to be successful
Jones admitted Tuesclas that the kiss to
Buffalo hurt the Cowboys negotiation stance
with the missing Smith
"We might have had a better chance of
Emmin being here this week if we hadn't
lost to Buffalo'. Jones said "We might not
have the talks we're has inf now with his
representative I've seen all I need to see to
•.- the te/trn
ranT
qrnr,,,
,
!WAS

ck!

• Rake repairs our speciality All brands!
• 10% off on all hike parts and accessories (not on sale)
with student ID
• Authon7cd Deakr for Giant•Bridgestone• Raleigh• Scot;
• Proflex (the world's best full suspension bike
• Bar Ends from $21.95
• Control Stix Lite I Reg $34.95 Now $29 95
• Control StixLitc Il Reg $39 95 Now $34.95
• Team Issue Reg $54.95 NOV $39.05
3-3 Wilson Street • -Brewer. MY • Phone 9g929(')

rarsous Franc iviu,St.
valutic tc 515C WA 1
flornitee sizes,
091 532 Skis
Iles $495 NOW Vt99

Assorted Demos & Pren
vetoed tc 590e 11100/
versa Coeres-twe Ant*
Res iSt NOW ST,
Lange UP kids Boot
Reg SIRS Ikea rel

-1

lhe
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1993 Yankee Conference Mid-Atlantic Outlook
Editor's Note. This is part two Of a Iwo-parr look at the 1993 Yankee Conference.

University of Delaware
*Coady -Tubbs Raymond (78th year, 223-88-21
•1992 Record: 11-3 overall. 7-Iin the N'C.
*Returning Starters: Offense/8, Defense/7.
*Key Pla)ers: Dale Fry,QB,Sr.,(10-26,110 Yds .011)1: Daryl Bniwn.FB,Jr.,(I
76-9(9,
5 2 Avg.,7 ID); Lanue Johnson, MB,Sr.,(77-606,7 9 Avg , 11)); Dan
Cooper.SE,Sr .118
Roc 665 Yds.,611)); Mike Bandish.LB.Sr (101 tackles),Pat Mulhem.LB,
Jr .(96 tackles):
Man Monill, DE,Sr.,(10 sacks).
*Outlook: The &fending YC champs are looking to trpeat last season's.succesc,
which
saw Tubby's(mops win two NCAA playoff games before falling at the hands
of eventual I AA champion Marshall. Ft)'steps in at QB for graduated four-year starter Bill
Vergantino. but
the Blue Hens high-powered Wing- T offense won't skip a heat isith talents
like Johnson.
Brown and Confer on board. Delaware has gone 1 !n the Yr in each of the last two
seasons;
don't he surprised if they. & it again
Predicted Mai*: 1st
Paw.. Hefts Fast Fart: Longtime Blue Hens coach Tubb) Raymond began his coaching
:
a . an assiftant
11Mane during the 1949 and '50 season'

James Madison University
Wench: Rip Scherer Ord year. 1 1-11)
•1992 Record: 4-7(not a NV member ;ts '92)
elltelorolog Stoners: Offemet.5,Deo seAS.
*Key Player= Ga Lynac,QR.So., 2-,34(
l'eks •0 TD). Rhad Miles. TB.So.(32-152.,
4.8 Avg ,0TD);Steve Agee. FP. Jr.,(63-314,50 Avg ,2 T13), David McLeod,
WR.Sr .
Rec .933 y&..7 Ti)). Dion Rum,DE,Sr.,(49 tackles); Dwight Robinson,CB,Jr
TNT);
'Tyner Washington,DT,Jr .160 tackles, 1.5 sacks)
.
0edlook: Goodbye,Erig Withansad your 1.949 pima,yarch Goodbye,Kenny Sine and
your 1.157luting yards.Helidirfad-Athritic &islands-x.1mm Nb'ilhants and Sam whocrentened
forneady 4,000totd you&oforierer hest'mon,have graduated leasing the Iluirec with an offerre
drat's questionable a best Lyme will Nide mcistirt freshman Tony lords"for the unerisiable
task
of altercating emplace Waive,while Mile* will m to follow vi Sims extrema)large foreaops
iarfmnwtsJMU rearm six curers friinr. a told that alklwed 49prants to three different teams Ire
atom AB en all, it hocks for a below -ascrage yes in the Shenandoah
Predicted
Rth
Plakes Fad Feet Starting defensive end Dire Foss is a standout on both sides of the hall,
Continued on page 28
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01,0 RODGERS.54."& Sfryte
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enter • Bangor,
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Thursday, Sept. 16, 600-9-00• Friday, Sept. 17, 9:00 -8-00• Saturday, Sept. 18, 9:00-8:00 • Sunday, Sept 19,
Aduk S Boon k Famous %takers
DK, Sir NOW MS
rids Troika Skis
Reg 513 NOW SS
Famous Brand Adult Skis
Valued to S300 IKRIV
Kes Skis
As low is SRI
4144 Blizzard VC'Skis
Reg S3911 NOR STW
k{ Skis K.astte. Blizzard II Rehr
Reg S16C NOW S29
Sk Poles
led S2t NOW SW
Famous Brand Arkit 5k bon*,
Valued to S1SC NOW SIC
nentted sues
PRE 532 Skis
Reg See, NOR Si,,
hooded Demos 1 Pre-nexintee SIM
Vi1UPC It SC( ION 1994289

100 F2 SnowAmartIs to BLOW-OUT
Rec 3-'2C NOW 5299
SPECIAL PURCHASE DIRECT FROM EUROPE
F2 Padded Snowboarc Bags Reg. $125 NOW 1.59.00
F2 Snowboard Boots Reg 3225 NOW 569.00 (1imiled sizes)
F2 Sriowboard Backs Packs REg 560 NOW S19.95

SPECIAL KIDS PACKAGE 169
44
4
Tyrolia Mega Kid Sls
Tyrolia 520 Binding
kfrtAvaifitest
401
° REGULARLY

SPECIAL ADULT PACKAGE
Blizzard V-12
Tyrolia 540
v
_‘—7
Kerma Pole
Dolomite 62 Root
‘
,.Nr
Mtesvaz."tect
REGULARLN
N"'

Kids Sic-eaSTARTING AT $29
Assorted Adult T-neck
Deo 521 NON SIII
SA Glove 11 Sock Linen
ONLY SWAM

125 00
75 00

Glases b bir-h-ss
LiS
(11/110% ON UST

15-00
235 00

249 00
140 00
40 00
165 00
35DO
629 00

CERTIFIED TECHNKIANS WILL BL ON HAND TO MOUNT YOUR NEW
EQUIPMENT ON THE SPC`7

Reg

Remember Ringo' Audgto-o,J,, Sew
- 19th Thur.. through Sun
SIGN UP TO WIN LIFT TICKETS TO SUGARLOAF DRAWN DAILY

Lan e X1R kids toot
Reg 513 lbw 104

GRAND PRIZE DRAWING TWO DAYTWO NIGHTS CONDO AT
SUGARLOAF PLUS LIFT TICKETS

emu, Ccrtectire Angle votes
VC IOW ST!

10700-5:00

Snowboare Clothing la Sims I 00
GWATLY INDUCED!

St bib,
STARTING AT St
ej lv"99le.
50% OR UST
Tralla SIC Binding
Rea 515C NOW WI
,
-4eact 7.rolta Mate
Cona
PeJsch eh
STARTING AT 5341
4243 Skis bs sur* names as Trisha RC
11-r Fs.. her Ithzza*tt K NP19it man. Dynasts50% OFF UST
A'

North Face Mats
Reg 535 NON SS

ape
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Yankee Conference Mid-Atlantic Outlook
Villanova University

Northeastern University

•

from page 27

.4. 'flitch: Andy Talley 19th season, 57-24-11.
-Coach: Barry Gallup(3rd anat. 9-12- I I
•1942 Record:
Metaii.
the 1 C
•1992 Record: s- I mot a 11' niember in '92)
•Returning Starters: 01lense46, Detense/4.
•iteturning Starters: tiffenselb. Defense/at
•Key Players: Brad Parpan. QII, Sr • t )4-71,440 Ids.. 4 MI;Kevin Musky,TB. Sr..
•Ikea Masers: a'lane I I Pearl. QB.Jr .1 2!. 101 1 dc .011)). Kea in Williams. KB,Jr
)67-664. 4 A% g, 5 TM;lemma Goebel'. WR. Sr.. 138 Rec., 516 Yds., 6 TI)); Chris (151-681, 4 5 Asg.. st TD); Harold Hart. WIC Sr (46 Rec., 668 Ids., 611)); Straughn
Vi R. So.(10 Rec .
,0
Jason Seapker, S. Jr.. 175 tackles); David Lumpkin. WR.Sr..(20 Rec . 263 Ids 211)): Des ran Logan. CR. Jr . 177 tackles. 3 INT).
Elan-a AR is. S. Sr..;21 tackles); Matt Smith. S. Sr.,(70 tackles)
1t)voild. LB. Jr. 68 tackles, 2 sacks). Mark Salisbura, S. Sr.(62 tackles, 2 INT).
*Outlook: The Wildcats string of four consecutive winning seasons could come to an
*Outlook: An intriguing team Though in the first season in the IC, the Huskies
defeated l'Niaine.['RI and 1.'1-isn't last season, primarila due to the passing tint ii record- end this year if Parpan cz.ot fill the shoes of graduated standout QB Tom Colombo On
setting QB Ralph Barone Barone is gone to graduation. hut Coach Gallup has A replacement defence. lane)'s troops must replace 1992 IC Defensise Player of the Year Curtis Eller
A key on could he Alvis, a 1991 All-VC defensive hack who missed all but three games
in Boston College transfer Pearl that ma' be esen better His awesome ;ithletic abilita
coupled with WilliaM5'S sweet running sta le and a veteran defence should guarantee NI' last year with a knee injury. Still. Villanos a - celebrating their 100th year of fo-whall this
season - return 37 lettermen from last :ear, which should provide enough experience and
close to a repeat of its '92 output
talent for at least a middle of the peck finish.
*Predicted FULA: 9th.
*Predicted Finish: 5th.
•Haskies Fast Fact: While an assictani coach at Boston College (where he worked
•W Meats Fast Fact: Villanova won the LambervMeadowlands Award last season.
under former l'Alaine coach Jack Flivknell from 1971 to 19911 Gallup %laS the man
responsible lot -caviling and signing future Heisrnan Tniphs. winner and New England given annually to the ton I-AA team in the Fast
Don" 1-1sports

College (If William & Mary
University of Richmond
•Coacit: Jim Marshall (5th season, 11-13).
•PP92 Record: 7-4 overall. 5-3 in the IC.
-Returning Starters: Offense/9. Defense/8.
•Kes Players: Greg Lilly. Q11. Sr.(162-275, 2.704 Yds.. 111Th; Ula Scott. TR. Jr..
i299-1.318. 4 4 A% g , 13 TD); Rod Boothes, WIC Sr ,(47 Rec .1.115 t'ds . 23.7 Avg., 10
TO); Price W:Iliams. TE. Sr.,(29 Rec 417 Yds. 7 11)). Maurice Glenn. S. Jr.(126
tackles); Jeff Edmiston. LB. Sr .021 tackles), Scott Button. S. Jr.,(5 INT)
Klutiook: This team can put some points on the board - fast Ulla . a preseason first
team All-American. combines with Boodles to form the hest aerial combination in the
league. peittaps in all of 1-AA Mix in the running talents of the swift and powerful Scott
and a small but agressive defence, and you have the one team with the ingredients to give
Delaware a run for the league title
•Predkied Fluid): 2nd
*Spiders Fast Fact: Si louts Cardinals star outfielder Brian lonian. a Spider valeta
from 1986 to 'RR. ranks first in the Richmond record hooks with 692 career runt return
yards

•Coariv: limmye Laycock (14th sear, 81-64-2).
•I4R2 Record: 9-2 t not a It member in '92).
•Returning Starters:(Nfenceia. Defense/5.
•Key Players: Shawn Knight,QB, Sr .( 124-195,1.890 Yds., 11 TD);Derek Fitzgerald.
RB.Jr..(173-833.4 R Avg., 11 11)). James Blocker-Bodley. TB,Sr.(79-328,4.2 Avg., 1
T)):Covey Ludwig. SF.,Sr..(13 Rec 506 Yds.,311)); Michael Tomlin,FL,Sr.,(22 Rec.,
56)Yds., 25.5 Avg.,4 TD); Jason Miller. 1 B. Jr .(Q'tackles). Eric Lambert, LB. Sr.,(6;
tackles); Craig Staub, DT. Sr.,(ft sacks)
iiesstbeii: Knight is a truly great athlete at the quarterback position.,ort(if the Randall
Cunningham of the 1.0 He has a number of impressive targets. including possession
receiver I udwig and deep-threat Tomlin The defence is balanced ba Staub. an Acacirmiv
All-American in '92. and Lambert. a hint-hitting. emotional sparkplug This is a team
composed of qualm and depth that will probabla find itself in the I-AA playoffs come late
Nos'emhe
-Predicted
4th
•Tritte Fast Fact: WiRM reserve tailback James Blocker-Bodky is the God-brother of
Miami Dolphins starting cornerback Tma 1 incent
— CHAD FINN

Photos on preceding page, clockwise from left: Villanova running back Kevin Mosley (Tim Boyd photo); Northeastern quarterback Car zell Pearl(NU media
Mali wide receiver Michael Tomlin(W&M media guide); Ricfimond quarterback Greg Lilly (Richmond media guide)
gu,cie), William

Maine Campus classifieds

itirine work study and non-work
study students-40PN to become a
'nona-vor Associate '''etemadreting ex
rill'nence -ielPfut, but riot necessary Corn
petitve pay on campus locatton Corn
pleee a- application at Crossland Alumn
Center next to

•ma Nu baler

needs
enthu,a,
..rx people to do telefunding
work --or- our office in downtowr
Banco- MuSt be available evenings
iarantee ()WS bonus money
Please cal. 990-1276 for more info
ditECKS CLUBS-Pane up to S1000 in
lust one week Pater-ity sorority. dubs
Plus 5':XX for yourself And a FREE --800-932-0528.
SHIR7
eat

Molt A set ofkeys Thekey ring rs a carvec
piece o' wood shaped like a man's face
Memona Union On Fn 9L10 Cali irB927
fl ouna ad.
To place your MEE
stop by the Maine Campus of cal 581-

;273

sada

Term in Canada
A *ev. talented, organized undergrads
,nvteo to complete applications kir Canadian universrties,
McGil,, Laval by
Octobei I Contact Gat "von Cana
diar - Ame-icar Center - 4225
UM Amateur *adia Club meetinia
Sur, • o rn base-vert Me-it )-s*;
welcome to visit New license classes •c•
start cern 20 For more info call Aam-

01t0W0/01.0 TO11111-arrEsetion
STUMPS: 5 bedroom townnouse 2
baths Heated IWO plus pier 7-, bed
room heated, $650 plus ekN Modern,
dean & river view Call 827-6212
1/2 bedroom-washer, dryer,drab
washer, 5. m4 to campus $700 a
month heat included 8274"RP 7a rri 9 p rr,
One It
.t..furnished,
hear 'warpr Nea, OM° Only S395
month Contact 866- 386' or 866 3715

Mop b_t the basement of 1.0rfi
flail to,- _VOW" classified ad.

Orono/Stillwater-Share 4 bdrm
house, I bdrut ctavoReble. Rent
inc. Al. uttls .7\ w, cable, wash/dry,
full krtch , plowing. mowing, phone,
parking, storage Nice area 2 mi. to
UMO Pent S300.'roorn per month
sec der Available ornmechztely Call
R,c1c 827 - 5732 anytime

Queen sin %Ron and tram.
Qac.
months 040
useo
7520
paic 520:, )Vf sef4or
14P1115a: 447 '465
$125 Cal
Dependable transportation-r. •-ue
ltalian sports(ar 1978 Alirg?C+rniNs in,
vertible 64 000 K S2500 Cal 244
7%1 Mazda GLC-5tandam 4tvP se
den wel, maintained, new tires -urrs
9reat $850 or B C Cat 5E1-6494
11117 Plymouth Itorbau-S speed, an
cone! , great ate rniipage 51000 or bec
(off., Cali Mike a: B,SE 4865
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of ourriassitic(
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3 lines
3 days
3 dollars.
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